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“The whole exhibition is a love song to stories, a celebration of everything
that makes stories great, and quite honestly, one of my favourite museum
experiences ever.” Visitor
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Preface
The aim of The Story Museum’s 26 Characters exhibition was to lure visitors into museum
and into the world of story. Twenty six leading children’s authors were invited to choose
their favourite character from childhood stories and to be photographed, in role, dressed in
costumes supplied by The Royal Shakespeare Company and The National Theatre. Within
the rambling building a team of six makers and designers created twenty two evocative
‘story worlds’ for each chosen character or pair of characters (Appendix 1).
The exhibition was designed to run for seven months (5th April – 2nd November 2014) and
the associated programme of activities for nine months. However, as a result of its
popularity, and with some design modifications to integrate autumn heating arrangements,
it remained open for another three months, eventually closing on 22nd February 2015.
For the authors, installers and the photographer who participated in the exhibition the
experience was wholly positive and their reflections on the creating process unreservedly
enthusiastic. The passion of The Story Museum staff was a recurring theme in evaluation
discussions.
In terms of public response, the exhibition was hugely successful, attracting not only local
visitors but also those from more distant locations. Nearly 30,000 visited the museum and
over 4,000 children and young people were involved in outreach projects. Exit
questionnaires, media responses including Twitter, Facebook, newspaper/journal articles
and internet blogs have been generously and consistently complimentary in promoting the
exhibition. The museum was a runner up for the Eleanor Farjeon Award for services to
children’s literature, and is currently shortlisted for the National Lottery arts venue prize.
As can be seen from the analysis of visitor feedback, enthusiasm and praise for what has
been achieved characterises the visitor experience. Many have mentioned the sense of
wellbeing and personal pleasure their visit generated. Not surprisingly, analysis of
marketing reach indicates that ‘word of mouth’ recommendation was the most effective
means of drawing visitors to the exhibition.
Also successful has been the accompanying schools programme with universal praise from
teachers for the learning experiences and pupil wellbeing offered by the exhibition.
The regular and imaginatively planned programme of talks, author interviews, workshops,
book or character themed days relating to the exhibition have mostly been well attended
and much enjoyed.
Visitors’ knowledge and understanding of children’s literature, has been furthered by a
digital resource, accessed through The Story Museum website. This features interviews that
took place during photographic sessions between the photographer and all 26 writers who
took part in the exhibition. This offers online visitors the opportunities to extend and
develop awareness of writers, books and literary characters.
Richly complementing the exhibition and the digital gallery has been the fine exhibition
book: 26 Characters: celebrating childhood story heroes. This encapsulates, in the superior
quality of its production and contents, all that is unique and distinctively compelling about
the exhibition.
Catriona Nicholson
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Introduction

The ‘26 Characters’ exhibition was designed to lure visitors, young and old, into The Story
Museum and into the world of story. Specially commissioned photographs of 26 leading
children’s authors, dressed as their favourite childhood story characters, and recordings of
them explaining their choices, were displayed in themed spaces throughout the museum’s
unrefurbished buildings. In addition to hearing and reading stories, visitors were invited to
respond to them in different ways: by dressing up, by creating characters, by exploring the
immersive spaces and by creating and sharing stories, and favourite characters, of their
own.
A parallel digital project complemented the gallery portraits thereby offering exhibition
access to a wider audience. Accompanying shows, talks, workshops, access performances,
creative learning activities explored aspects of the featured story titles and exchanged
visitors’ creative responses. A comprehensive programme for schools drew on key elements
of the exhibition in order to extend and deepen pupil learning. The museum team also
wrote and published an illustrated book that served as an exhibition catalogue.
The exhibition, which was presented in the museum’s rough spaces, was initially designed
to run from 5 April to 2 November 2014, and close for the winter due to the lack of heating.
During this period it was open 6 days a week (closed Mondays), incorporating school visits
on Tuesdays, Wednesdays and Thursdays, a total of 180 days.
However, in response to visitor and especially schools demand, the installations were
adapted and temporary heating installed, so it could reopen from 22 November to 22
February. Apart from the two-week Christmas holiday and the February half term which
returned to 6-day opening, the exhibition was only open to the public for Fridays, Saturdays
and Sundays (a further 43.5 days), and when booked by schools.
The evaluation process was informed by the responses of participating writers, artists and
makers, audiences and visitors including teachers and learners, Story Museum staff and
volunteers, and sector colleagues. It draws on:
•
•
•
•
•

Box office and booking data
School and family visitor questionnaires, interviews, observations, correspondence
and creative responses
One-to-one interviews with featured writers, artists, makers and teachers
Press and social media
Discussions with Story Museum staff, volunteers and sector colleagues.

It explores:
•
•
•

responses to the exhibition and associated activities
the creative process and ways this could be developed in future
artistic, educational and commercial lessons to be learned.
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Public visitors

26 Characters was open to the public from Tuesdays to Sundays between April and
November and during winter school holidays; and otherwise from Fridays to Sundays. The
exhibition was open from 10am to 5pm except on Sundays (11am to 4pm).
Adult tickets cost £7.50 and concession tickets (children, students, pensioners, unwaged)
were £5. Family tickets, for four people including at least one child, cost £20. A summer
season ticket for July and August cost £40 for families, £20 for adults and £10 for children.
Children under one year and companions of disabled visitors could enter free.

2.1

Visitor numbers
Public
Public

Ticketed exhibition
visitors
Ticketed event
visitors

Schools and
groups
4,076 children +
721 adults
202 children and
47 adults

13,828
8,644

Total paying visitors
to museum

Total
18,625
8,893
27,518
27,518

4,171

Outreach

4,171

Total

31,689
31,689

Alongside the exhibition the Story Museum offered 589 shows and activity sessions
to general visitors. In addition it ran schools or outreach workshops and a range of
funded targeted projects such as the Oxford Writers’ Squad, Clore Literature
Producers group for teenagers, and Learning through Stories touring exhibitions.
In addition, to the totals above, approximately a further 2,500 people passed
through our building or courtyard for free events such as May Day, Alice’s Day,
Open Doors, Christmas Light Night and Access Day as well as hospitality events.
Numbers of public events
Numbers of events/days/sessions

Family

EVENTS
Delivered by external artists
Author talks
Lectures
Performance storytelling and poetry

30
18

Toddler
with adult

Children
Children
and Young
People
People only

Adult
only

5
3

7

Drama and puppetry shows
Films
Story songs
Story yoga
Delivered by museum team
ABC Story! sessions
Wonder Walks
Building tours
Story collector sessions
Teddy bear sleepovers
Theseus/Alice in Wonderland pop up
exhibitions
Live readings
Soup and a story
Access visits
Story themed speed dating events
WORKSHOPS AND COURSES
Delivered by external artists, trainers
Handprinting workshops
Comics workshops and club sessions
Writing workshops
Story and science workshops
Story and cookery workshops

54
21
13
3

104
38
10
12
3
2
45
19
15
3

9

Handprinting course sessions/days
Storytelling course sessions/days
Stitch and story sessions
Comic course days
Digital storytelling course days
Book club sessions
Drop in activities eg Quidditch

16

Delivered by museum team
Theme days
Drop in activities eg crafting

7
28

Events and installations by other
organizations
Total

2.2

6
21
3
4
16

5

14
6
17

5
5
6

23
331

120

59

79

Visitor questionnaires

Most of the Story Museum’s ticket sales are handled via a local partner, Tickets Oxford. Due
to data protection and other practical restrictions this makes it difficult for the museum to
collect relevant visitor data at the point of booking, when this information is provided for
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credit card payments. Even after positive experiences, visitors appear reluctant to join

mailing lists or share contact or other personal details at other times.
To gain a snapshot of visitor demographics and responses, a self administered written
questionnaire was developed (see Appendix 2). Visitors were invited to complete the
questionnaire at the till point at the end of their visit and were rewarded with an Alice in
Wonderland tea tin provided by Whittards, one of the exhibition sponsors.

Visitor demographics
The questionnaire asked participants to provide information about their group size, form of
transport and distance travelled. It also asked about access needs and ethnicity. These
figures are all based on the sample of 809 responses.
Ages
Age
Adults
Children & young people
Babies 0-1
Children 2-4
Children 5-11
Children 12-18
Pensioners

Number
1,463
1,039
34
144
695
166
114

Groupings
Large mixed group
adults and children
10%
Single Adult
12%

Adult only group
23%

3+ adults, 1 child
2%
2 adults 3+ children
6%

2 adults 2
children
11%

Single teenager
2%

1 adult 1 child
15%
1 adult 2
children
10%
1 adult 3+ children
2 adults 1 child 5%
4%

9

As expected, most visitors were in family groups. Notably, 33% came in adult-only groups
supporting the museum’s aim of becoming a venue with universal appeal. The museum
wishes to increase teenage visits and is currently embarking on a teen programmers project
in an effort to address this.
Ethnicity
The ethnicity of visitors is shown in the table below. The questionnaire asked for a free text
response which has been summarised under standard categorizations. 700 participants
answered this question.

Ethnicity
White British
White Irish
White Other
White Welsh
White Scottish
Asian Indian
Other Asian
British
Black Caribbean
Chinese
Japanese
Mixed other
Non defined

% of
respondents
51
1
22
0
1
1
2
1
1
0
1
20

Where travelled from
Questionnaire participants were asked to identify where they had travelled from.
Unsurprisingly the highest visitor numbers were from the county and region.
Region
South East
of which Oxfordshire
Greater London

%
73
64
10

South West

4

East Midlands

2

West Midlands

3

Wales

0

North East

2

North West

1

Scotland

1

EU

1

10

Outside EU

2

Oxfordshire forms the core of the organisation’s targeted work so a deeper analysis was
carried out of the visits from within the county.
Oxfordshire post codes
The questionnaire collected the first half of visitor postcodes which were analysed
according to indices of deprivation, revealing a broad range both geographically and
economically.
Key for map below
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Most Deprived

Least Deprived

This map shows that visitors came from all except 3 Oxfordshire postcodes. The analysis
with regard to deprivation is the average for each postcode as it is based only on the first
half of the postcode. In future the museum will aim to collect full postcodes to enable more
sophisticated audience analysis. The museum had visits from the two most deprived
postcodes in the county. Unsurprisingly, the highest number of visits was from the closest
areas and from postcodes that had received more outreach visits by the museum team. The
deprivation data was taken from Interactive map of the Index of Multiple Deprivation by
Oliver O'Brien at UCL1.

1

http://casa.oobrien.com/booth/?zoom=12&lat=51.74345&lon=-1.21931&layers=B000FTFT
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11

4

6
2
4

17
8
53

9
11

7
10
14
2
4
13
49

5
62

31

21

14

17

12

Marketing reach
How participants had heard about the museum
Visited Tourist Information Invited
Review
1%
before
0%
1%
National Press
2%
4%

School
Visit
5%
Local Press
6%

Word of Mouth
46%

Leaflet/Poster
8%

Walk past/spur of the
moment
10%

Website/Social
Media/Emarketing
17%

The museum’s strongest marketing tool is its visitors. Just under half the respondents to the
questionnaire had come due to word of mouth. This, combined with those who have visited
before and those who stated that a school visit had encouraged them, made up half of the
total.
Despite the large numbers of people who stated that the website and social media
provoked them to come it is worth noting that a substantial number of people were still
responding to traditional marketing methods.

Visitor experience
Satisfaction
95% of the participants in the survey stated they were satisfied or very satisfied with their
visit. When asked if they would visit the exhibition again 69% said they would. When asked
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whether they would visit a future exhibition 88% said they would. This is a very positive
result.
Favourite rooms
When asked about their favourite room the responses were as follows:
Favourite room
The Lion, the Witch and the Wardrobe
Dressing Up
Wind in the Willows
Borrowers
Everything
Treasure Island
Just William
Peter Pan
Story Spinner
The Lord of the Rings
Anansi
Hanuman
Where the Wild Things Are
Mary Poppins
The Owl and the Pussycat
End Gallery (collection of all portraits)
Pegasus
Dr Jekyll and Mr Hyde
Merlin
The Importance of Being Earnest
Alice in Wonderland
The Shop
The Scarlet Pimpernel
The Wizard of Oz
Rupert
Printing press
Great Expectations

Number
502
140
62
39
22
19
17
17
15
13
11
10
10
7
6
6
5
5
5
3
3
3
2
2
1
1
1

The Lion, the Witch and the Wardrobe installation came out as a clear favourite. Participants
were asked, in free text, to explain why and the results were fed into Wordle. The Wordle
picture establishes a few key features such as the wardrobe door but people’s responses
were largely focussed around their emotional response to the space and the installation
being just as they had imagined.
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Visitor reasons
reasons for choosing The Lion, the Witch and the Wardrobe

Again the key words are
around ‘feeling’ and ‘doing’ in
the spaces creating a
connection with the visitor.
When compared to the
responses for the other spaces
shown in the figure below there
are some similarities.

Visitor reasons for choosing other spaces
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Descriptions of whole visit
Visitors were asked to provide 3 words which summed up their whole visit. These were free
text rather than chosen from a list. In the Wordle below the sizes of the words indicate their
frequency. ‘Fun’, ‘interesting’, ‘magical’, ‘imaginative’, ‘exciting’ and ‘inspiring’ emerge
most strongly.

These responses are similar in tone to the room-specific ones and were overwhelmingly
positive. The Wordle is based on word frequency but in order to look more deeply at the
data an analysis was made of the 325 unique words/phrases used. These have been
categorised by type of response.
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Analysis of unique
unique words (Appendix 3)
90

Number of individ
80

Of which negative

70
60
50
40
30
20
10
0

This demonstrates an almost unanimously positive feel, with only 5 negative words all with
very low frequencies.2 There are acknowledgements that the building is a work in progress,
but also an agreement that the playful nature of the space as well as the content is
stimulating. There is strong affirmation for the way in which the content of the exhibition
has been delivered and for the way in which the audience are responding emotionally to
the spaces.
The participants were also asked to reflect on other improvements they would like to see in
the museum and were invited to make other comments. These two sections had a large
amount of crossover so have been analysed together.

2

For full list of words see Appendix 3
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Exhibition Improvements
Comments and suggestions for improvement
250
200
150
100

Total number

50
0

Postive
Suggestions for
improvement

The highest frequency comments in each category are listed below.
Positive comments about the work
Wishing the museum well
Wanting a return visit
Affirming Museum's purpose
Exhibition Improvements
Suggestions for additional content
Requesting more interactivity in each space
Tweaks/additions to individual exhibits
Engagement
Positive comments about volunteers / staff
Requesting personal interaction with team in spaces
Requesting stamps in every space
Marketing
More/better marketing
Improving website
Competitions
Visitor Journey
Requesting better signage
Better access
Better introduction

47
8
11
42
32
29
11
9
8
6
1
1
17
9
5
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Facilities
Better building
Positive comments about cafe
Requesting library area

18
9
7

The main comments in this area were about perceived ‘missing’ content, the most common being
Harry Potter and Roald Dahl. These comments were usually enthusiastic and wanting to see their
own favourite story portrayed in the museum. Arguably some of these comments also reflect a
misunderstanding with regard to the curation of this exhibition as the authors determined the
choice of characters rather than the museum.
There were also many comments about having activities in every space; these comments often
mentioned a space that had the kinds of activities they liked – most commonly the pirate ship. This is
a risk with setting an expectation of hands-on activity as it encourages people to seek it out. This is
something to consider in future exhibition planning, ensuring that there is an even spread of activity
for all age groups.
Other high frequency comments related to making tweaks to particular exhibits. These comments
tended to begin with the word ‘more’ and were largely about enhancing the experience, using more
of different senses. Interestingly, the majority of the comments in this area were about improving
Narnia despite it being by far and away the most popular space in the exhibition.
The final cluster of comments worth noting related to sound in the exhibition. 38 comments were
made in this regard. This was a challenge that the exhibition team had also noted and was a
challenge in the delivery of the project.
Engagement
The majority of comments in this area reflected on the great work that the volunteers and staff do in
delivering the content of the museum and the suggestions for improvement are about providing
more hands-on personnel in the museum. This is an expensive model in terms of delivery but one
worth considering.
Marketing
The frequency of the marketing comments is low and whilst it’s possible to suggest improvements
regarding reach and delivery of marketing messages the comments are difficult to analyse as they
were largely unspecific.
Visitor journey
The flow of visitors around the space was also mentioned. Visitors wanted better signposting either
using physical signposts or human ones. Those members of the public who were unable to access
parts of the building due to the lack of a lift to the top floor also used this opportunity to express
their disappointment.
Facilities
The final cluster of comments refers to the building and its facilities. Whilst many visitors noted that
the quirky nature of the building was a positive in their visit some were unable to see past the holes
in the walls. There is more work to be done in communicating the fundraising need to develop the
building further which the museum team is currently addressing.
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Impact on reading intentions
Visitors were asked to identify stories they had already read or heard when they entered the
exhibition and those they intended to read as a result of visiting: some 1,025 titles. Some
visitors then purchased these books in our shop.
The stories that were most ‘intended to be read’ seem to be a combination of less well
known stories such as the Till Eulenspiegel tales; stories picked by much loved authors; and
stories for which the installation was particularly compelling. Some stories such as Where
the Wild Things Are and The Owl and the Pussycat were sufficiently short to have been read
completely within the exhibition, so came low on this chart.
Story name

Have already read

Intend to read

German Folk Tales/Till
Scarlet Pimpernel
Anansi
Dr Jekyll and Mr Hyde
Arthurian legend/Merlin
The Importance of Being Earnest
Indian myths eg Ramayana
Treasure Island
Lord of the Rings
Mary Poppins
Just William
Great Expectations
Greek myths
The Borrowers
The Wizard of Oz
The Wind in the Willows
Rupert Bear
The Lion, the Witch and the
Wardrobe
Alice in Wonderland
Peter Pan
Where the Wild Things Are
The Owl and the Pussy Cat

19
56
64
96
101
109
56
137
151
142
114
136
106
140
162
187
141
209

83
82
68
65
64
60
59
56
52
52
50
49
48
41
38
32
29
24

205
191
190
208

24
23
14
12

Access Day feedback
Throughout the exhibition the museum offered dedicated sessions for visitors with
particular access needs – Relaxed Visits, BSL Interpreted Tours, and Touch Tours. On 17
January 2015, following a training session with Inclusive Design Consultants, it staged its
first ‘access day’, a free day for people with access needs, their friends and families, offering
assisted visits to the exhibition and a range of specially designed activities. Visitors
represented a wide range of disabilities and special needs including sensory processing
disorder, challenging behavior, brain injury, visual impairment, autism. 69 visitors prebooked but over 100 attended. 10 visitors completed a brief online survey and one
telephoned with her comments.
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•

•

•
•

How do you prefer to experience stories?
o Books 65%
o Storytelling 65%
o Film 45%
o Theatre 35%
o Comics 0%
What did you do while you were visiting?
o 26 Characters 100%
o Virtual reality workshop 90%
o dressing up 70%
o craft activity 60%
o café 60%
o storytelling 50
o touch tour 30%
Would you be willing to join a future focus group? Yes 60% No 40%
Would you like to join our mailing list? Yes 90% No 10%

Comment from parent of disabled child: ‘Loved Access Day particularly because it worked
for our 11-year-old non-disabled daughter as well as our younger disabled child. As a family
we tend not to go to things labelled as specifically ‘for disabilities’ because we want to do
things that are inclusive of us all.’

2.3

Visitors’
Visitors’ creative responses and online activity

Within the exhibition spaces visitors were invited to respond in writing. Over 1,500 did so.
•
•
•

597 wrote about and drew their favourite story character (these were displayed in
the throne room)
Approximately 150 wrote a story, prompted by the Story Spinner and stuck it on the
wall. Some took their stories home.
834 responded to prompt questions relating to specific stories, writing about:
o babyhood (prompted by The Importance of Being Earnest)
o getting into trouble (Just William)
o temptation (The Lion, the Witch and the Wardrobe)
o playing practical jokes (Till Eulenspiegel)
o secretly helping others (The Scarlet Pimpernel).

Responses came from visitors of all ages, samples of which are analysed in the
Appendix 5. Their quantity and quality suggest that visitors were genuinely
engaging with the subject matter and enjoying being part of a public conversation.
A further 2,090 visitors viewed our online gallery and 2,994 visited our exhibition
pages, 1,226 stopping to listen to author interviews.
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School groups

Schools were encouraged to visit the museum in class-sized groups, with the most common
booking being for two forms of 30 students plus accompanying adults.

3.1

School booking information

Between April 2014 and February 2015 the 26 Characters exhibition was visited by 3,221
and 457 accompanying adults for 123 sessions. This total does not include visits by the
Learning and Participation team to schools, or by schools to the museum for other activities
such as talks or performances.

Numbers of school groups
School groups

AprilApril-October

NovemberNovember-February

Number of bookings
Number of sessions booked
Number of children visited
Number of staff visited
Revenue (exc VAT)
% choosing morning visit
% booking lunch space

59
80
2,079
300
£10,896
81
56

28
43
1,142
157
£5,764
?
42

Total
87
123
3,221
457
£16,660

The learning team handles all the bookings for schools and collects the following data for
each booking:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Date of visit
Workshop choice
School
Person booking
Person leading trip
Morning or afternoon session
Year group/age
Access needs
Number of children
Number of staff and accompanying adults
Lunch?
What are you hoping the children will get out of the visit?
Email
Telephone
Address
How are you travelling?

School visits were popular from the exhibition opening. Booking patterns were typical, with
schools preferring mornings and the weeks just before and after school holidays. Many
schools wanted to bring in two parallel classes of 30 students. School sessions were initially
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delivered by the Head of Learning and Participation who called in freelance help for parallel
groups. In September a Learning and Participation Officer was appointed who leads most
sessions, working with the Head of Learning for parallel groups.
School demographics

Private Primary %

State Secondary %

Free School %

FE College %

Other

% performing below
NA

Average EAL %

% Medium/High FSM

62

10

15

4

5

1

2

1

0

24

16

5

24

4

14

64

35

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

57

30

50

29

29

% with a grade 2 or
low
lower
er at last OFSTED
inspection
% bottom 25% IDACI
postcodes (below
8120 in rankings)

Primary Academy %

84

Secondary Academy
%
Private Secondary %

State Primary %

Museum
school
sessions
Targeted
outreach
Work

Number of Institutions

Type of engagement

Statistics for the museum’s targeted outreach work are shown for comparison.

84% of the schools were state schools, 89% were primary. 24% were performing below the
national average, as compared with 57% of the museum’s targeted outreach schools. The
museum is working to attract more ticketed visits from schools who most need additional
literacy intervention.
66 of the 84 schools were from Oxfordshire. These demographics – for which full post
codes were available – were analysed in greater detail in the map overleaf.
Oxfordshire school demographics
Key
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Most Deprived

Least Deprived
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2

5

1
2

4
3

6

1
3

1
3

6

3
4

1

4

4

5

1
4

2

1

Transport
At the point of booking the Learning and Participation team collect information about how
schools intend to travel to the museum.
museum. The vast majority travel by coach. It is worth noting
that the most common reason that booking enquiries
enquiri do not result in bookings is the
prohibitive cost of coaches.
hes. This is a common problem for rural schools within Oxfordshire.
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Form of
Transport

Number of
bookings
AprilApril-October

Public Bus
Coach
Minibus
Train
On foot
Unknown

5
31
6
5
4
10

Number of
bookings
NovemberNovemberFebruary
0
12
2
1
1
12

Total

5
43
8
6
5
22

Key stages
The museum aims to be a venue for school visits across all levels of education. The age
groups of the children visiting are shown below.
Key stage

Number of
bookings
AprilApril-October

EYFS
KS1
KS2
KS3+

1
14
39
7

Number of
bookings
November February
5
7
14
1

Total

6
21
53
8

At present the large majority of visiting schools are primary schools. This is not surprising as
most of the outreach work prior to the museum opening was in primary schools. The
museum is working to extend its reach into secondary schools.
Choice of workshops
School sessions last 2 hours and include an introduction, an exploration of the museum and
a 45-minute workshop. When they book schools choose a workshop from a selection of ten.
The workshops were written prior to opening and then reviewed by the Learning and
Participation team as the exhibition progressed. Many have a writing outcome, which had
been requested by teachers in a pre-opening survey conducted by the museum.
Workshop

Becoming a character
Bespoke
It’s all about me
Oxford Fantasy
Writers
Paired Characters
Play the Stories
Portraying Characters
Tricksters
Whistlestop Writers

Number of
Total
Number of
bookings
bookings
April –October NovemberNovemberFebruary
9
1
2
0
1
3
12
3
7
4
4
13
3

0
6
4
3
1

10
2
4
15
7
10
8
16
4
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Writing Baddies
Unknown

2
3

5
0

7
3

Hopes for visit
As well as being asked to choose a workshop, teachers were asked to state what they are
hoping to get from their visit. This information was used to check that they have chosen the
most appropriate workshop and to support the delivery of the sessions. The frequency of
their responses is displayed in two Wordles.
What teachers hope to get from the visits:
visits: AprilApril-November
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What teachers were hoping to get from their visit: NovemberNovember-February

Most responses focused on the museum providing a stimulating experience and a boost to
the children’s writing. These mirror the pre-opening questionnaire.

3.2

School evaluation questionnaire

An evaluation questionnaire for schools groups was developed ready for opening (see
Appendix 4). The Learning and Participation team distributed the questionnaire at the end
of each session. There was a relatively low return rate as teachers were often busy helping
the class to complete their activities and prepare to leave. The majority of the
questionnaires returned were from schools that stayed for lunch.
AprilApril-October
Number of returned
questionnaires

31 (53%)

NovemberNovemberFebruary
10 (35%)

Satisfaction
The first question asked how satisfied the teachers were with the visit. All teachers were
satisfied or very satisfied.
How satisfied were you with your
visit?
5 – Very Satisfied
4.5

AprilAprilOctober
24
1

NovemberNovemberFebruary
10
0

Total
34
1
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4
3.5
3
2.5
2
1.5
1 – Very dissatisfied

6
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

6

The questionnaire also asked whether the visit met their expectations. Again this was an
overwhelmingly positive response.
Visit what you expected?

AprilAprilOctober
3
25
1
0
2

Yes and more
Yes
No, better
No, worse
Not answered

November February
1
8
1
0
0

Total
4
33
2
0
2

Engagement
The remaining questions explored the experience more deeply, asking about children’s
engagement rather than learning as the sessions were only 1.5 to 2 hours long. However,
high levels of engagement do point towards deeper learning, especially if the visit is used
as a starting point for further work in school.
How engaged with the
exhibition?
5 – Very engaged
4.5
4
3.5
3 – as engaged as they
normally are in the classroom
2.5
2
1.5
1 – Very disengaged
No response

AprilAprilOctober
14
2
10
2
2

NovemberNovemberFebruary
8
1
1
0
0

Total
22
3
11
2
2

1

The lower scored responses were qualified by teachers saying that the children were very
excited. The lowest score received was explained as their normal level of engagement in
school.
The same question was asked about the workshop they attended as distinct from the
workshop+exhibition experience. The scoring was similar and very positive given that the
majority of workshops contain writing activities which are requested by teachers but not
students.
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How engaged with the
workshop
5 – Very engaged
4.5
4
3.5
3
2.5
2
1.5
1 – Very disengaged
No response
Chose not to do workshop

AprilAprilOctober
16
2
9
0
2
0
0
0
0
0
1

NovemberNovemberFebruary
8
1
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Total
24
3
10
0
2
0
0
0
0
0
1

The museum also asked teachers to identify what they and the children had learned from
the experience. These responses were similar to the question asked when schools book
regarding ‘hoped for outcomes’ which is a sign that the museum is meeting the
expectations of visiting schools. Notably there were many comments about positive
emotional responses – enthusiasm and excitement.
Wordle of learning: April-October
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Wordle of learning: NovemberNovember-February

Suggestions for improvement
Finally, the teachers were asked to offer suggestions to make their next visit better. Data
across both periods was combined due to low frequency of responses. These responses
informed the Learning and Participation team as they continued in their work.
From September 2014 schools were sent a detailed briefing pack and recommended to
teachers at the point of booking that they make a pre-visit to the museum. Some of the
comments reflect general visitor comments. Audio issues were highlighted as a problem.
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Suggestions for improvement
9
8
7
6
5
4
3
2
1
0

Number of responses

Returns
Returns and recommendations
Two final tick box questions asked teachers to indicate whether they intend to return to the
museum and whether they would recommend it to colleagues. The response was
overwhelmingly positive. As the museum has been open for less than a full year it is too
soon to draw conclusions about repeat booking at this point. However, a few schools
booked return visits even before the museum had announced its 2015 programme.
Would you
come again?
Yes
No
Not answered

Would you
recommend?
Yes
No
Not answered

AprilApril-October
25
0
6

AprilApril-October
23
0
7

NovemberNovemberFebruary
10
0
0

NovemberNovemberFebruary
10
0
0

T
otal
35
0
6

Total
33
0
7
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4

Press, social media and correspondence

The 26 Characters exhibition had an unusually short (4 month) lead time which included a
rebranding exercise and the development of a new website with design consultants, One
Ltd. As a result, marketing and press materials were not released until shortly before
opening. Nevertheless, with help from participating authors, local and then national press,
as well as audience word-of-mouth, positive news of the exhibition continued to spread
throughout its extended run.
Press activity

Local press articles
Local press mentions
National press articles
National press mentions
International press articles
International press mentions
Specialist press articles
Specialist press mentions
Blog articles and mentions

AprApr-Jun
14
6
12
5
7
0
0
0
1
5

July –Aug
14
2
14
9
2
0
4
0
1
3

SeptSept-Dec
14
17
26
2
4
1
1
2
5
8

JanJan-Feb
15
20
1
0
1
0
0
0
0
13

TOTAL
45
53
16
14
1
5
2
7
29

Press and media highlights
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Malorie Blackman interviewed on BBC Radio, 2 May 2015
Interviews with Kim Pickin, Sophie Hiscock, Alex Coke on Radio Oxford, May 2015
Cambridge Jones interviewed on BBC Radio 2, June 2015
Radio 4 Open Book July 3rd programme broadcast from The Story Museum with
guest speakers, Philip Pullman, Katherine Rundell and David Fickling
26 Characters was no. 2 in The Oxford Mail & Times’ guide to family days out during
the summer holidays
Article on handprinting courses, Guardian, Sept 2014
Six page feature in Intelligent Life magazine, Nov/Dec issue
Extensive coverage of Christmas show in Oxford Mail and Oxford Times, including
5* review
Snow & Tell named in the What, the Where, the When in The Lady, 12.12.2014
Listed as one of 2015 Worldwide Destinations to Watch in Huffington Post
10.12.2014

Sample quotes from articles and blogs (see Appendix 7 for sample of complete blog)
•

‘A brave attempt to revive the lost art [of reading] is being made in Oxford now, by
the extraordinary new Story Museum, which should get more attention. It has a real
wardrobe, through which you can reach a snowy forest, and many other wonders
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and surprises. But above all it is devoted to the idea that children who know stories
will grow up happier and richer in spirit than those who don’t.’ Peter Hitchens, Daily
Mail, 9 September 2014

•

Full of gems… It will whet youngsters’ (and adults’) appetite to read more, interest
both the generally nosy and scholars of children’s literature, inspire fledgling writers,
photographers, costumiers and make-up artists, and prompt the opening of a lot
dressing up boxes.’ Nicolette Jones, children’s book editor for The Sunday Times

•

‘The exhibition is light on its feet, yet full of wit and wonder. It catches some of the
essence of children’s literature – the playful charm, the vivid sensuality…It turns the
strangeness of the building into a strength, with fresh surprises lurking round the
many corners.’ Tim de Lisle, Intelligent Life

•

‘Here I must own up: the ‘child’ is me, and it’s been decades since I was in short
trousers. But Oxford’s new Story Museum has that effect on visitors... I repeatedly
find myself seeing it all through my own childhood eyes, or picturing how my fiveyear-old daughter will enjoy everything here... If you are terribly, terribly adult and
can’t bear the thought of rediscovering your inner child, steer clear.’ John Garth,
Oxford Today (University of Oxford alumni magazine)

•

‘The Story Museum is like no other museum. Learning through stories is not done by
looking at pictures or reading informative boards, as happens in other educational
places... The way the exhibition approaches stories gives the visitor an immersive
experience, in which objects, sounds, colours, lights, textures are all equally
important in recreating the magic of literature.... The ‘26 Characters’ exhibition
proves that it is possible to learn at all ages, and that this can be done while having
a jolly good time.’ Cherwell, Oxford University Student magazine, 1 November 2014

•

'Expecting nothing more a simple photographic exhibition, I was blown away by
what I found. Stretched across several floors, each photograph comes complete with
a dedicated space, decorated to recreate the setting of each novel. Michael
Morpurgo as Magwitch peers from behind gravestones, Terry Pratchett aims a
catapult at visitors who perch on hay bale seats in William Brown’s shed, and Philip
Pullman glares down on guests who scrub the decks of the Jolly Roger.' blogger

•

'I could spend hours telling you about everything in there: the helpful staff, the "26
Characters" whose names we had to guess and stamps we had to collect, the
laughter and the "Oh this is sooocool!"s of our three young friends. But I don't want
to spoil it if you are going there yourself.' blogger

•

‘The people who run the Story Museum know JUST what kind of magic some books
for children can create. Today I took my six-year-old daughter to see their latest
exhibition. Titled ’26 Characters’ it’s a photography thing at heart: twenty-six authors
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for children were invited to dress up as their favourite story characters and have
posh photos taken. Silly me, I thought it might be a bit boring for my daughter to
look at photos of authors she doesn’t know dressed up as characters she isn’t very
familiar with yet. I should have had more faith in the genius imaginations working at
the Museum. For a start, you have to understand that the Story Museum isn’t your
typical museum... We had an absolute ball... Big thumbs up. The exhibition is on
until 2nd November, and I do urge everyone to go and see it. I think it’s suitable for
everyone. I could have taken my two-year-old and she’d have loved it.’ ‘How to do
books properly’, blog, July 2014
•

‘Dress up. Create. Imagine. Become. At The Story Museum. Yes, I finally made it –
about a month before the amazing 26 Characters exhibit is due to close – to Oxford
and the zany cluster of houses that is The Story Museum. It is a proverbial rabbit
warren of colourful quirky spaces, alternate worlds, and offers much in the way of
escape and exploration for all ages.... A true sense of being transported with every
step.’ blogger January 2015

•

Creative Junction brought 15 Slough schoolchildren to The Story Museum as a
stimulus for a half term project inspired by 26 Characters. Their resulting blog
included creative writing, photographs and numerous enthusiastic reviews: see
http://curvecreates.weebly.com/reviews.html. Once again Narnia was a particular
favourite.

Website activity
Website

July &
August

Sept &
Oct

Nov &
Dec

Jan & Feb
2015

TOTAL

visits

May &
June
2014
23,430

28,720

18,467

19,059

20, 267

109,943

visitors

17,841

21,293

14,056

14,830

26, 676

94,696

page views

71,870

94,188

63,644

61,012

94, 794

385,508

increase in page
views compared
to previous year

N/A

113%

120%

131.5%

156.1%

Social media and mailing list

Twitter

June

August Sept

5, 593

6,022

6,160

Oct
6,376

Nov
6,605

Dec

Jan

6,699 6,961

Feb
7,219
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Twitter
retweets
Twitter link
clicks
Facebook
likes
Story
Museum
emailing list

330

308

343

231 505

385

358

550

1,000

389 592

649

1, 899

2,132

2,219

2,328

2,445

2,501 2611

2741

2,334

2,583

2,854

2,964

3,048

3,118 3,266

2,934

These figures show a steady increase on all measures, in line with the museum’s audience
development and marketing strategies.
Sample tweets
@73caroline:
@73caroline Just left @TheStoryMuseum with a head full of magic and a must-read-thatagain list as long as my arm. #26Characters is all sorts of ace
@tortipede:
@tortipede Little A's highlights from @TheStoryMuseum today: Jadis Queen of Narnia, and
the girl in @neillcameron's giant comic with the flying horse.

@jinty:
@jinty Back from work: hearing cool stuff about how entrancing the
@TheStoryMuseum was for the kids. A has started being read Narnia as a result.
@DiSpiers: Sheer magic: brushing through fur coats and stepping into
Narnia@TheStoryMuseum. Brilliant curation of many wondrous imaginings!
One Pound Stories @onepoundstories: The immersive exhibition at @TheStoryMuseum is
spellbinding. I left with a heart lighter than sunshine. Everyone should go.
Nicolette Jones @NicoletteJones: I was in Narnia yesterday. And Badger’s den from
WintheW.@ TheStoryMuseum Oxford – 2 Nov. Magical. Adult of child. Go.
MoiraSinclair1:
MoiraSinclair1 @MichaelRosenYes just one of many to see @TheStoryMuseum - a fine way
to while away time, esp with your young peeps pic.twitter.com/pBlZn2ieQe
@TheProjectRoom:Went
to @TheStoryMuseum in Oxford *amazing place* - we'd love to do
@TheProjectRoom:
some projects with them! xxx #inspired
@helen_geekmum: So thrilled to have made my first action as literacy coordinator booking
THE WHOLE SCHOOL on trips to @TheStoryMuseum Yay
@InspiredQuill:A
@InspiredQuill: couple of the team visited @TheStoryMuseum this weekend. Our MD is
now "The All Powerful Captain of Time and Space." Also: Narnia!
@munkaANDmoom: finally saw the 26 characters exhibition @TheStoryMuseum. Three
words to describe it? Charming.Innovative.Nostalgia-inducing. Go!
Heather Lloyd Jacob: Magical moment watching my children go through the wardrobe to
Narnia this morning.
Mary Bendall: The place not to miss in Oxford - fun for ALL ages!
Magical, inspiring day @TheStoryMuseum. You MUST see their 26 characters exhibition, just
wonderful, thank you.
@LaraWilliamson@lucycoats@moontrug@JenDMuller when I stepped through the wardrobe
at @TheStoryMuseum I genuinely had tears in my eyes.
We love @TheStoryMuseum, so exciting! #oxford#teachingpic.twitter.com/4ZIDOWKa15
A world of imagination and inspiration Caroline J Knight
James O’Neill@jamesoneill: Visited @TheStoryMuseum in Oxford. Bit surprised at the cost:
bigger surprise: It was worth it! Exhibition so much more than the photos.
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Sample Facebook comments
My two boys, 6 and 10 years old, had a great time in the museum this afternoon. After
playing Quidditch, they spent around two hours exploring the magic world of children's
best literature. They enjoyed the atmosphere of every single room and were happy
listening to recorded stories. Searching for the writers and their favourite characters and
collecting stamps was also a great fun.
‘Thank you for an amazing day at the museum today, the exhibition was amazing my
children loved it! A true hidden gem and such an inspirational place. Will be recommending
to any one I can.’
‘Had a fantastic evening with the kids at The Story Museum tonight viewing their latest
exhibition 26 Characters. Imaginative, exciting displays of authors dressed as their favourite
fictional characters in the setting of the book, with audio of the story that inspired them
Worth every penny, an absolute MUST see and on till November. Can’t recommend this
highly enough.’

TripAdvisor reviews

New reviews
Excellent
Very good
Average
Poor

To August 2014
10
6
1
2
0

To Dec 2014
5
3
1
1
0

To Feb 15
3
0
2
1
0

TOTAL
18
9
4
4
0

Terrible*

1

0

0

1

*The ‘terrible’ review in August was by someone who refused to enter the exhibition when
they discovered they had to pay for entry. The museum responded with an explanation of
why it charges, and offered a free tour. The next TripAdvisor review came to the Story
Museum’s defence:
‘This museum has been set up by people who are passionate about the value of sharing
stories with children. They have spent years scraping together the funding to open the
museum. There is no massively rich university behind them, they don't receive millions in
government funding. So why not pack your own lunch, forgo your Costa and spend your
money here instead?!’ Trip Advisor
‘Small but the events are truly inspirational for children!’ Trip Advisor
‘I just think the Story Museum is such a special place. My youngest had recently been on a
school trip, and had talked about it endlessly for days. The Narnia room = superb! It is such
a lovely, quirky, fun space and the staff who work there are unfailingly friendly and
courteous. For us, it was an oasis of calm and fun after fighting the seething mass of
Christmas shoppers to get there. It helps to instil and reinvigorate the pleasure in small
things.’ Trip Advisor
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YouTube views
YouTube
Video views

May &
July &
June 2014 August
195
278

Sept &
Oct
245

Nov &
Dec
836

Jan & Feb
2015
618

Minutes watched

185

332

258

964

564

Average watch
duration

0:56

1:11

1:03

1:09

0:54

TOTAL
2,172

Sample correspondence
correspondence
‘I am writing to thank you for the amazing trip to The Story Museum and all the things I
found out about books. In the morning my group did the fascinating walk. I really liked how
we saw the inspiration for Narnia and Alice in Wonderland. In the afternoon I was doing the
workshops… This was really inspiring so now I want to read and write more stories.’ Year 6
child following school visit
‘Just wanted to let you know how much [my daughter] enjoyed her visit to the museum.
She’s not that bookish by nature but she really connected with the exhibition and came
away wanting to read more – job done, I’d say.’ Father
‘I do wish I lived nearer Oxford as I would give my right arm to be a volunteer at The Story
Museum. We are in Northamptonshire so it’s a bit of a trek. But we will certainly continue to
visit. Yesterday was a day to remember. We loved it. Thank you again.’ Adult
‘My boys and I had such a great time at the exhibition – can’t believe how inspiring it all is.
We had some lovely storytelling sessions on the way home and in the evening inspired by
the Story Spinner.’ Mother of two
‘The museum is just fantastic – very creative and offbeat and really just a spur to creativity
and imagination not to snobbery and cultural elitism which it sort of could so easily be with
all the Oxford authors etc. The boys and I spent such a happy afternoon there.’ Mother of
two
‘We have visited the new Matisse exhibition (worth seeing) and The Story Museum and
everyone is agreed that the 26 Characters is FANTASTIC for children and adults alike.
Indeed, the children, who love Matisse, preferred the 26 Characters. The creativity and skill
is outstanding.’ Mother of two
‘All the people who work at the Story Museum, from the day I started have been so friendly,
supportive and inspiring, and have always treated me not only as a member of the team,
but also as a young person interested in creative writing, illustration, reading and all the
other things that surround books… Feeling so welcome and included, learning so much
about myself and simply loving being somewhere so much has been an incredible
experience. Thank you.’ Teenage volunteer
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‘Wouldn't it be wonderful if one day we had the resources to offer such an incredible
program of holiday events for families? This place is amazing!’ email, Paula Kelly, Manager,
Melbourne Library Service
‘The exhibition was inspirational.’ Dr Ruth Taylor, Artswork
‘Dear Story Museum people, Thank you so much for a wonderful afternoon – today – when I
visited the exhibition with a friend. I enclose two photos which will show you how much fun
we had! We especially loved the dressing up room, the Wardrobe (magical moment, there),
the story turntable, the Borrowers inside the grating of your catering equipment, and the
peaceful room with picture-frames. The café is lovely, too. Much praise to you all, and best
wishes for your future,’
Naomi Hillman, email 6 August 2014
‘Thanks so very much for today. It was FABUJOUS. I thought the museum was remarkable –
full of surprises. It manages to be both comforting and astonishing at the same time.’ Dea
Birkett
‘I came to 26 characters on Friday with my niece and nephew. It’s a brilliant exhibition. My
sister (who works in arts and used to work for a museum) was very impressed with the
creativity and how you’d used the building.’ Beth Cox, Freelance Editor and Inclusion
Consultant, email 28 July 2014
‘We thoroughly enjoyed exploring the 26 Characters exhibition. My particular favourite was
Narnia (magical!) but the children seemed to enjoy every new experience. I didn’t think I
was going to be able to get them out of the dressing up room. I did think that they may be
a little too young (being only 4 and 2) but we now have a new list of books to borrow from
the library (namely Treasure Island, The Borrowers and Where the Wild Things are) so that
they can learn the stories that they encountered in more detail. Many thanks for a wonderful
afternoon! I shall certainly be recommending to all of my friends.’ email 8 July 2014
‘My name is Angelo Bautista and I am the School Librarian in Faith Catholic School in the
Philippines. I am truly amazed at what your group has accomplished so far and you have my
personal thanks on helping keep the art of storytelling alive and well.’ email
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5
5.1

Interviews
Interviews with featured writers

Interviews took the form of face to face or telephone discussions using the same pro-forma
questionnaire. Once trust and confidence had been established, the responses became
more conversational and expansive. There was overall praise for the exhibition concept, and
the detailed care invested in its realization. Each spoke animatedly about the dedication
given to their photo-shoot day. One said “they all made me feel so special” another “it was
my birthday but I loved spending it in that way”.
Responses
Responses to selected questions
Can you sum up your response to being part of the exhibition?
The five writers involved in this evaluation were unanimously enthusiastic about having
taken part:
“It was one of the best and most implausible experiences of my writing life”.
“It was a massive accolade to be asked to participate in the exhibition; to be invited to join
a list of writers I’d always admired. It’s been the highlight of my life so far.”
“It was a real pleasure – a wonderful treat. I now feel part of a community of writers and I’m
proud to be so.”
“The whole thing surpassed all expectation.”
Why did you agree to be involved?
Although not all the writers had visited the Story Museum before, most had heard of its
presence in Oxford and were happy to participate. Reasons given were:
“The team’s passionate approach to the concept”
“The idea that children would be able to visit and move in spaces where stories were being
brought to life”
“It sounded exciting and I like to involve myself in new experiences”.
“I knew what and where it was and knew I’d end up being associated!”
“I was delighted, thrilled, giddy to be asked”.
“It would have been unthinkable not to have been involved”
Did the character you chose to represent appeal to you immediately?
Several writers were emphatic in their affirmation:
“I didn’t want to be an ‘obvious’ character and it had to be a loved character from
childhood”
“My character came immediately to mind. I wanted to be a baddie “
“I loved dressing up as something extreme and compelling”
“I chose my character because he carries a sense of history”
Comment on the process of being prepared for the character photo-shoot?
Costumes and props from the National Theatre and The Royal Shakespeare Company were
loaned for most character representations. Dressed in this authentic attire enabled writers
to feel immersed in their temporary roles. All spoke of their photo-shoot day as being very
special. Much of that feeling of fun and wellbeing came from the way in which the
photographer, Cambridge Jones (known as CJ) put them at their ease. As one writer
commented “it was a delight to spend time with him” and another “it was an altogether
excellent experience”.
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Comments were also made about the skill and professionalism of the make-up and costume
team. In conversation with CJ it was clear that the experience of working with 26 writers of
children’s books over the two years of the project’s evolution had been the ultimate
pleasure for him. He remarked that the exhibition “was probably the most enjoyable project
I’ve ever done”.
Did you feel involved and consulted about how the character/book could be best
represented?
Personal involvement by the writers as to what ‘stance’ they would take for the portraits
varied. One advised CJ with regard to her most favourable (facial) profile. Other writers left
their portrait composition to the photographer but said they had felt consulted and
involved in the creative process throughout. “There was no hard work but only pleasure”,
commented one. All spoke of the helpful support and creative input of the volunteer who
attended the photo-shoots whether on-site or at writers’ homes.
Is the final result as you imagined?
“So many images are so good. It’s a crazily joyous result”.
“Impressively so but actually I would have liked to have felt even more masculine!”
“I hoped for something like that but the result is far, far better than I’d ever imagined.”
Would you be happy to take part in other Story Museum exhibitions?
This question elicited unanimous and spontaneously positive responses.
Has the publicity made any difference to you as a writer?
In the field of children’s literature, established writers like Julia Donaldson, Michael
Morpurgo, Shirley Hughes, Michael Rosen, Philip Pullman, Terry Pratchett, Kevin Crossley
Holland have drawn visitors to the exhibition. For the young, relatively unfamiliar writers this
opportunity to be part of a community of children’s writers was uniquely gratifying:
“The exhibition has elevated my status as a writer. I feel it’s moved me from being a debut
wannabe to being an acknowledged name in the field. I feel part of the gang.”
Another writer said that the CJ portrait has since been used to front the cover of a
periodical with which s/he was associated. S/he has found the image to be a “useful tool of
trade”.
Findings
For the sample of writers involved in this evaluation, the exhibition has been a wholly
positive experience. Although one or two commented that some spaces needed some
curatorial attention, from the initial overture by TSM team inviting them to take part through
to the delight at visiting ‘their’ character’s particular room or space, each of the writers
expressed enthusiasm for the project and delight at the outcome. As one writer remarked:
“It’s an amazing, exciting, engaging, imaginative magical thing that contemporary writers
have been linked to classic texts and that they are bringing something new to all those
books.”

5.2

Interviews with artists and makers
makers

Interviews took the form of face-to-face discussions or telephone interviews using a proforma questionnaire adjusted to relate to the nature of the ‘space’ allocated and whether
the installation was an immersive space or a graphic artwork or a construction like the Story
Spinner.
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Responses to selected questions
Were you familiar with the work of the Story Museum?
All but one of the creative artists had heard of the Story Museum. Two had contributed to
the earlier exhibitions Tea with Alice or Other Worlds and one had been ‘Artist In
Residence’ and designed the graphic artwork on the outside wall of the museum building.
Why did you agree to become involved in the project?
The appeal of being given ‘creative freedom’ and ‘a free hand to address the challenge of
the building’ were the two commonly expressed reasons. All referred to their love of
‘immersive work’ and also spoke of the infectious energy of the SM team. One commented,
“the team at the SM are ‘practical dreamers’ “.
The designer who was new to the museum and its work spoke of the sense of
‘comradeship’ she felt working with a team of like-minded people.
How straightforward was the initial brief?
Few problems were evident but because of the self-critical nature of creative artists, some
mentioned that aspects of their particular area for dressing or designing had caused them
to doubt their own achievements. For instance, having to replicate Alfred Bestall’s artwork
for the Rupert wall; or the responsibility of representing an iconic picture book like Where
the Wild things Are. In some cases a book that the artist was asked to represent was not
familiar to him/her so preparatory reading had to be done.
Were there pressure points that could have been avoided?
Because the building itself was undergoing refurbishment there were time pressures for
some installers whilst rooms or spaces were being prepared. The ‘late’ space available for
the Boromir installation (‘unavoidable’) is an example and also the large space on the
second floor didn’t become available for three tableaux until the last minute.
Were you well supported and given ‘creative freedom’ by the SM team?
There was unanimous praise for the way in which TSM team and volunteers helped as and
when needed but otherwise left installers to work in peace. In some cases extensive and
helpful discussions took place.
Did the portraits play a part in decisions you made about your installation?
It was agreed that the photographic portraits played a fundamental part in the creative
vision of the artists and installers. For example the chair used for Neil Gaiman’s portrait was
requested as fixed furniture for the Badger installation. The Narnia installer requested that
the White Queen portrait should be 9ft high. The ‘Wild Thing’ designer spoke of wanting to
‘reflect the humanity’ of the portrait. Optimum placing of the Till Eulenspiegel and Rupert
portraits was said to be essential to the success of the wall graphics.
How successfully did the artwork/installations match the original vision of the exhibition?
All the artists interviewed were full of praise for the final outcome:
“I love the mind-stretching eclectic nature of the experience”
“Narnia is so well realised an idea. It is central to Storyland”
“I welcomed the opportunity to create immersive words that people could walk into”.
“Narnia is a place where ambition runs free. It’s an interpreted space but leaves room for
your own imagination to grow”
“There’s no pattern and the language is very diverse. It pushes people’s expectations of
what a museum is”
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Would you be happy to work with the Story Museum on another project?
Although all contributors to this evaluation would be very happy to work on future
exhibitions, the question of the allocated budget was a vexed question for some. One
commented that, “the budget was the only difficult thing to work with.”
Another felt that in agreeing to the project, however pleasurable, s/he had taken on too
high a financial burden because it was a bigger challenge than anticipated. The planning
and making required more time than had been anticipated.
Findings
Several of the creative artists spoke of their pride at being associated with TSM and with
this exhibition. One comment was: “Oxford needs this museum. It’s a place of books and
famous writers and the museum (and this exhibition) is the right thing for this city”.
Admiration for TSM team was commonly expressed through comments such as:
“They are fantastic. They are practical and realistic in that their expected outcomes do
happen”.
Although the installers, makers and creators responded positively to the exhibition brief,
appreciated the working environment and felt proud to be associated with the exhibition,
there was a feeling that for future exhibitions there needs to be enhanced financial input
and more time for outcomes to be fully realized.
Another learning point is that people who have not worked with the Story Museum before
need more practical support in the initial stage – for example being informed of staff or
volunteer assistance available to them or being shown the whereabouts of shared props
and basic resources. Being ‘new’ to a creative team is not easy.
One creative artist would have welcomed a discussion with the featured writer about story
focus and the placing of the portrait within the installation space. One writer would like to
have discussed their shared installation space with the creative artist involved.

5.3

Interviews with photographer and volunteer
olunteer assistant

The photographer, Cambridge Jones is a keen reader with a particular interest in children’s
books. He was drawn to The Story Museum initially through a friend. Because he believes
that photography can be more than a one-dimensional art form, the idea of linking writers,
stories and photographic portraits appealed to him. The initial concept was a series of
portraits of present day writers. Once the idea of writers-in-costume became a possibility it
was clear that the 26 characters chosen needed settings. Thus the exhibition came into
being. As CJ commented, “the original intent of the original writers could thus be
celebrated”. He was delighted to be involved in a project where writers could have fun, in
addition to being performers.
Both CJ, and GB who was with him for most of the photo-shoots, spoke of their delight in
observing how relaxed and generally ‘in character’ the writers became once they were
costumed. Deciding on a suitable background, a character’s demeanour and mood and
what body posture they should adopt was also a feature of the collaborative photographic
sessions.
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Responses to selected questions
Did your vision of how the writer-character portraits would represent your creative art differ
much from the final result?
CJ said that he hadn’t foreseen the wide variety of installations and dressed spaces nor had
he envisaged how brilliantly the costuming would bring the portraits to life. GB mentioned
this ‘metamorphosis’ also, particularly recalling the transformation of Neil Gaiman into
Kenneth Grahame’s character Badger.
How easy was it to establish a working relationship with each writer?
Each sitting became a little project in itself. Although, from other contexts, CJ already knew
a few of the writers he decided to carry out very little research so that the interviews he
conducted whilst settling the writers would be fresh and their comments spontaneous. This
decision was clearly appreciated by all and the process of each writer and CJ getting to
know one another led to some fascinating interview discussions. (see 26 Characters:
Celebrating childhood story heroes Exhibition catalogue)
Would you be happy to work with the Story Museum again?
In common with the other creative artists involved in the exhibition, CJ mentioned several
times the creative freedom he enjoyed whilst working for the SM team. In summing up his
experience he said it was the most enjoyable project he had ever worked on.
Findings
Cambridge Jones’ relationship with The Story Museum has been one of ongoing pleasure
and mutual respect. In common with other interviewees he spoke of the team’s ‘passion’
and energy. Over the course of two years he travelled to places like Glasgow, Somerset,
London as well as Oxford in order to make his portraits. He referred several times to the
‘richness’ of the exhibition and enjoyed speaking about it on various radio programmes.
He would have no hesitation in collaborating on another Story Museum project.
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6

Observations

6.1

Public visitors

Eight visits were made and observations carried out every month from the opening day in
April until the penultimate day of the initial run in November. Several informal visits took
place when other events were happening at The Story Museum.
5th April (Saturday,
school holiday)
(
A visit was made between 11 and 12 noon on the opening morning of the exhibition. 144
people visited the museum that day. Dwell time was mostly in the Throne Room (aka The
Changing Room) where, among others, a granny and grandchild spent much time with the
dressing up facility. The granny commented that because the website indicated that only a
few tickets were left she feared a wasted journey. During the hour there was a hesitant feel
as only a handful of visitors attended the exhibition and weren’t sure what to make of it.
One local family of five visited all the spaces and responded with enthusiasm.
30th May (Friday, half-term)
A visit was made early afternoon. Visitor numbers were 183 that day. Two children (9 years,
12 years) with their grandfather were tracked as they followed the exhibition map. The
children spent 20 minutes experimenting with the caption boards in the Throne Room. In
the Hanuman room (L) they lay on cushions and listened to the whole of the audio story
before doing the same in the Anansi room (D). The Narnia room (K) was compelling and the
group stayed for about 20 minutes. They also spent time in Badger’s house (T) commenting
that they could now imagine the classic book description more clearly. The group stayed for
two hours and the 12 year old said if he were allowed to stay in Narnia all day he would
want to write many stories. The large story spinner room did not hold their attention. Two
other small family groups visited at the same period but did not linger and spent time
darting from space to space rather than dwelling.
8th July (Tuesday, term time)
A visit was made on this very quiet afternoon. Only 28 members of the public visited the
museum. A brief interview was carried out with an adult visitor who formerly worked in
education and agreed to be tracked for some of her stay and gave feedback at the end.
She found the system of letters identifying the 22 installations tricky to follow or
understand. She was impressed with the standard of display and creativity in some of the
areas but felt there was a ‘patchiness’ and therefore an inconsistency in quality about the
exhibition as a whole. During the visit there were four additional pairs of visitors.
14th August (Thursday, school holidays)
A visit was made 3pm-4pm on another quiet day. A visitor, who had similar problems in
understanding the lettering system, was enthusiastic about the Narnia (K) and Badger (T)
installations and also enjoyed The Throne Room where there happened to be a family
making good use of the facility and demonstrating the potential for creating stories. Most
of this visitor’s time was spent in the End Gallery area of the 2nd floor, examining the
photographs and the exhibition catalogue.
28th August (Thursday, school holidays)
An afternoon visit was made when approx two dozen visitors were in the building. A mother
and 11 year old daughter were tracked. Longest dwell times were in the Throne Room,
Narnia, Badger’s house, William’s shed (Z) and The Borrowers home (X,B) all of which the
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mother mentioned as being ‘immersive and memorable’. The child listened to the
complete story of Hanuman the Monkey God because she was familiar with the Rama and
Sita story. Her favourite space was The Borrowers because “you could tell that someone
had spent so much time working out the detail of it”. She said she’d have liked to see
“more things going on” and “people going about in costumes”. Feedback was positive but
the mother felt there was an unevenness of quality about the exhibition. Her comment was
that there was a need for a “consistently demonstrated curatorial overview”. She also
mentioned the problems with signage. Other visitors questioned, on leaving, were wholly
enthusiastic about their visit. One family in particular intended to make another visit at half
term before the exhibition closed.
8th October (Wednesday, term time)
A late morning visit was made when there were only a handful of visitors. Two adults
agreed to be tracked and give feedback. From the start they found the numbering of the
installations a puzzle and agreed simply to follow the map and forget about the system.
One adult stamped her card throughout. The audio for the Hispaniola tape (U) was not
working and Boromir (E) remained unlit. Time was spent in Narnia and Badger’s House and
both were described as impressive installations. Both adults gave feedback suggesting a)
there should be a more consistent standard of installation and display and b) that the
captions in the darker rooms needed better illumination. There was a discussion about the
cost of bringing children under four years whose interest levels would not be sustained and
who would need further distractions to make a family visit worthwhile.
Two grandparents and a grandson of primary school age commented on their two hour
visit. They were there because the boy had visited with a school party but felt his morning
had been rushed. This time he wanted to take his time. The grandmother found the stories
prompted by the Story Spinner on the dedicated wall held most interest for her. She was
observed recounting the story of The Importance of Being Ernest (V/W) whilst her grandson
listened with rapt attention.
October
This was a half day visit to observe how the Learning and Participation programme was
undertaken by two schools. The visit is recorded under Learning.
1st November (Saturday, half-term)
On the penultimate day of the exhibition and the museum was busy with visitors.
Comments below refer to observations of several groups and some responses to questions:
* A party of 5 who had paid £27 for the three adults and two three year olds. They were
happy with the cost. When asked which books they were familiar with they said that only
“the writer of the Gruffalo stories” was a familiar name. Their enthusiasm for the exhibition
was clearly expressed. The children had loved running about in the open space on the top
floor and playing on Max’s ‘Wild Thing’ bed (N). They had also enjoyed jumping on the
beds in the Mary Poppins (O) and Peter Pan (F) rooms.
* Two parents and a child, had ‘absolutely loved’ the exhibition and were pleased that it
was to continue so they could visit again.
* A well-informed young couple who had read or heard of many of the current writers found
the exhibition “fun, immersive with lots of learning”. They were observed discussing in
detail their reactions to the four installations Hispanolia (U) Boromir (E) Narnia (K) Badger’s
house (T) on the second floor. They were familiar with all four books.
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* Two adults, three children from Rochester, Kent whose surname is Storey were much
intrigued by how the venue and museum name matched their hometown and surname!
* A grandfather with grandson who had spent more than two hours touring the installations.
The grandfather’s comment: “I was a teacher. Some of these writers are new to me but the
wonderful thing is that I am able to go round as if I were taking my son, and not my
grandson, and see how well the books HE enjoyed have been brought to life. My son had
nothing like this in his childhood”.
* two women engaged in Education were enthusiastically generous in their comments. This
was not a first visit for one of the women and she said that it would not be her last.
Among other comments noted that afternoon:
“it’s a stunning exhibition”.
“this is a living museum and an immersive, transporting place”.
“the Story Museum makes space for people to come and interact with books and story
worlds on their own terms”.
Findings
It is clear that visitors derived pleasure from touring the exhibition. Comments were almost
universally generous in tone and expansive in their appreciation of the ‘unique’, ‘magical’,
‘enchanting’, ‘transporting’ experience. Feedback comments mentioned how children were
able to immerse themselves in story worlds and how adults were able to celebrate books
featured in their childhood reading.
Dwell time in the exhibition averaged two hours. During that period there were
opportunities for visitors to read, to listen, to play, to dress up, to take on a new persona, to
share responses, to write, to draw, to be informed, to imagine, to dream, to dare, to
compare, to live inside a book, to be a hero, to gaze at the evocative Oxford rooftops and
to wander freely within the passages of the museum building. In short the comment of the
parent encapsulates the visitor experience perfectly:
“The whole exhibition is a love song to stories, a celebration of everything that makes
stories great, and, quite honestly, one of my favourite museum experiences ever.”
Practical issues relating to visitor experience feature most prominently:
* visitors mentioned their difficulties with making sense of the A-Z system inscribed on the
hand-out map. This seemed an unnecessarily teasing challenge and some visitors were
visibly irritated, trying to follow that route.
* for some visitors the relatively small information plates relating to each installation were
hard to read and inadequately illuminated.
* several visitors mentioned that there was an unevenness of quality about the exhibition
Undoubtedly some installation spaces lent themselves more to being ‘immersive’
experiences than others. The loftiness and expanse of the upper floor area reduced the
possibilities of imaginative involvement. (Relocating those installations to the kitchen area
later helped to overcome this situation).
* the cost of entry was an issue for some visitors and needs to be considered.
* on several visits unsupervised children were observed rushing about and skidding on the
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floors of the upper gallery. A child was observed sitting on the Story Spinner and using it as
a roundabout. The noise was unsettling as was the fear of an accident. On another occasion
children were observed throwing themselves onto the Max’s bed. A suggestion would be
that a volunteer is stationed as an overseer in that area. A suggestion mentioned at the debrief meeting for staff was that an activity area or ‘separate toddler zone’ be considered for
future exhibitions.

6.2

School visit
visitor
isitors
ors

Two teachers’ preview evenings took place in April (16 attended) and May (20 attended)
during which time teachers were able to tour the exhibition and learn more about the
learning programme for schools and groups.
A handout was produced describing ten workshops relating to the exhibition and designed
to meet the needs of pupils from Early Years to KS4. Teachers could select a workshop that
best matched their planning schedules. Learning staff at the museum were happy to offer
further guidance and advice about the Learning programme. Outreach visits to schools and
other venues were also possible on certain days.
Prior to a school or class visit a comprehensive briefing pack (59 pages) was sent out giving
full details of the layout, themes and range of the exhibition together with helpful advice
about transport and museum facilities. In addition to familiarizing themselves with the
material in the pack, teachers were also encouraged to make personal visits to assess how
to make best use of the forthcoming visit with their pupils. Learning staff were also happy to
discuss the visit by telephone.

Observation visits
- a visit was made to the museum in order to evaluate how the learning team worked with
schools using the exhibition as a stimulus for learning and discovery. Two Oxfordshire
schools were visited for the morning.
- a visit was made to a school close to the museum to see how the exhibition had provided
a stimulus for classroom activities. Interviews were carried out with two teachers.
- an interview was carried out, by telephone, with a teacher from a Berkshire school who
had based her work for the term around a class visit to TSM.
On the observation day two schools were booked, in separate sessions, for the Tricksters
Workshop. One school brought 30 children from four classes plus their teachers. The other
school came with 33 Year 3/4 children, a teacher and three parent helpers.
Neither school arrived by the requested time of 10am. The first school arrived by coach at
10.15am. They were welcomed by a learning staff member and taken into the gallery
spaces for their workshop session.
The second school, having walked from the station, arrived after 10.30. They were
welcomed and informed of basic procedures (cloakroom, toilets, health and safety issues).
They were encouraged to ‘creep’ rather than rush about the building and gallery spaces.
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In the gallery they were taken to the Anansi room and listened attentively to the evocatively
told story of Anansi and the origin of all stories.
Before the pupils were free to explore for themselves they were given a brief and clear
introduction to the general layout of the exhibition, the common features to look for in each
installation space and a suggestion about how each group might plan their route around
the exhibition. The groups went their various ways each accompanied by an adult from their
school.
Two observers roamed the exhibition talking to pupils and speaking intermittently with
teachers and helpers from the two schools. One observer remained in the Narnia and
Badger’s house area watching how the groups entered and responded to each space.
Unfortunately, because that school had arrived late the planned workshop session did not
happen.
In the kitchen area a group of girls was observed playing with the pots and pans in the large
sink above The Borrowers installation ‘making soup and porridge’. When reminded about
the installation in the oven below they said that they hadn’t noticed it because they were
busy cooking. One child thought it was something to do with Mary Poppins. A child in
another group said she thought that the Peter Pan installation was “something about
Tinkerbell”.
During the visit some pupils became noisy and rushed about the museum spaces. When
questioned, only a few children were familiar with any of the book titles or the characters.

Discussion
Discussion with the leadlead-teacher of one school
The briefing pack had arrived in good time and had been read by the teacher-in-charge
only. The reason for the visit was for pupils to fulfill the Primary English Curriculum
requirement: to have experience of stories and poems with familiar settings and those
based on imaginary or fantasy worlds in order, as the teacher said, “to inspire their own
writing”.
She thought the Tricksters workshop had been an ideal lead-in for this particular curriculum
focus and felt the pupils were motivated. They had begun their stories during the workshop
and would work on them the following day and again after half term.
When questioned about the children’s book knowledge (in relation to the exhibition) the
teacher believed the pupils were not familiar with many of the books or authors although
she thought they would have recognized some classic titles. She doubted if they would
know writers like Philip Pullman. When asked about the books this group of children
enjoyed she couldn’t think of any titles but added that they’d been very excited to be
visiting the Story Museum.
Discussions with the pupils
The children were reluctant to leave their lunch to discuss the visit. However a small group
agreed to give feedback on the visit:
“I’m glad I came because I’ll have more imagination”.
“I like the rambling building. I like the idea of walking into a book”.
“I didn’t know the writers here but I like Jeff Kinney’s books”.
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“I mostly liked the dressing up”.
Findings
The briefing pack is comprehensive and informative (59 pages) and one copy is available for
each school. To photocopy this for each of the helpers would be impractical and
unnecessary. However for a school visit to be successful all helpers need to be well briefed
about the opportunities offered by the exhibition. Maybe a Story Museum Helper Pack that
can be inexpensively copied in school would serve such a purpose.
Discussion with the learning
learning team
Following this visit, discussions with the learning team took place. It was clear that the
somewhat adverse observations and impressions did not present a fair snapshot of a
‘typical’ school visit morning. Although one group had taken advantage of the workshop
writing activity, the other, at the request of the teacher in charge, had not taken place.
Those pupils had wandered about freely, visiting installations but needing teacher input in
order to maintain focus.
The learning team identified some key elements of a ‘good’ visit:
- lead teachers need to disseminate information to their helpers and encourage them to be
familiar with, at least, some of the featured authors, books, writers.
- teachers’ planning for the visit should include clear learning objectives for their own focus
and for that of TSM staff who can then pitch their workshop accordingly.
- although pupils can have limited freedom to explore the building, the most satisfactory
visits were when selected areas/spaces were chosen for detailed discussion and focus.
As a result of this unrepresentative experience of a school visit it was decided that further
discussions with teachers who had visited the exhibition with their classes should be
undertaken. Two teachers from one school and another from a different school were happy
to be interviewed.

Visit to a local school
This primary school is within walking distance of TSM and all 12 classes have visited the
exhibition. The teacher in charge of planning the year 3/4 visit (4 classes) explained that as
a follow-up to the writers-in-character portraits the teaching team decided to replicate the
exhibition idea back at school. Children chose their favourite character from a range of
books, both classic and contemporary, discussed how the character could be best
represented and then found appropriate costumes. A parent-photographer took
‘professional’ photos and the eighty-six character portraits were uniformly framed and are
now attractively displayed in various corridors and alcoves around the school.
This ‘86 Characters’ initiative formed the basis for extending and developing work during
the 2014-15 school year. School-generated writing tasks relating to their own exhibition and
modeled on TSM writing frames fulfilled several Primary English programmes of study
requirements and also generated exciting work in Art and Design. One long wall has been
dedicated to a pupil-designed mural highlighting Oxford landmarks with The Story Museum
being a key feature on the map. Continuing the theme along an adjoining wall is a mural
depicting imaginary locations that could be accessed from the iconic telephone box that
stands beside Rochester House.
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Work displayed on walls and in pupils’ books is of a high standard. Much of this excellence
has been inspired by the experience of the visit to the 26 Characters exhibition and the
input of the learning team.
Following their visit, a differentiated work pack Tell me a Story... prepared by teachers and
based on themes inspired by the exhibition was used as the basis for yr 3/4 English
teaching. Using TSM logo as a heading one task specified: ‘I can write a museum label for
our 26 Characters Exhibition.’
The teacher of the Year 6 class chose to take a walking tour (rather than a workshop) option
before visiting the exhibition. Both teachers had attended The Story Museum events for a
few years and each had visited the museum prior to taking their classes to the exhibition.
They were familiar with seasonal happenings (Christmas Night Light etc.) and with the
Storytelling Schools initiative.
Responses to selected questions
What preparation did you undertake in school?
The Year 6 teacher, mindful of the need to plan and prepare for a (costly) visit was studying
texts relating to the Fantasy Writers Tour with her class. She talked the visit through with
one of the learning staff.
The other teacher had made ‘Stories and Storytelling’ her theme for English and the visit
was a culmination of that focus.
Asked about their use of the Briefing Pack neither had seen a copy but they were already
familiar with TSM and with the layout of the exhibition.
How did you choose your Workshop focus and how well did it fulfill National Curriculum
programmes of study?
“The workshop focused our trip. It was very good in lots of ways and it served as an ideal
CPD session for two newly qualified members of staff. It was nicely balanced, the children
were totally engaged and all of them had a section of their story-writing objective
completed before we left”.
What do you consider to be the key points of learning from your visit?
“I feel the exhibition and the excellent workshop consolidated the Storytelling concept for
the children. It was clear from their subsequent oral and written work that language skills
had been enhanced”.
Are there areas for improvement that you would suggest?
Both teachers felt that they would have liked time allowed for children to explore the
exhibition to have been longer but both commented that the time needed to be carefully
structured and supervised. One described her hour as a bit of a ‘free for all’ when, having
been out in the cold streets her children became excited and unpredictable (snowballs in
Narnia!) inside the warm building, tending to rush about and become unfocused.
She suggested that more formal input by TSM staff during that hour would enable groups
to further appreciate learning opportunities offered by the installation spaces. Ideally she
would favour ‘in depth’ input about, for example, particular writers. She also commented
that time for reflection and review would have been beneficial.
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Telephone interview with teacher
teacher
This teacher had planned her visit in detail and was familiar with the exhibition and its
potential as a stimulus for classroom activities. The visit was central to her Autumn term
planning. She did not intend to visit the whole exhibition but had already selected areas
that related to ongoing work.
Responses to selected questions
How did you hear about the Story Museum?
This teacher had had contact with TSM for a few years. She had attended a print workshop
and various evening sessions for the public. She had also become involved in the early
stages of TSM’s 1001 Stories project. Her visit with pupils had been carefully prepared and
her theme for the term was Time-Travelling Storytelling.
What other preparation did you undertake in preparation for the visit?
She had chosen a workshop ‘All About Me’ that enabled her pupils to regard themselves as
writers helping the Arabian princess Scheherazade to tell stories ‘fit for a king’. To add
anticipation and mystery to the visit the children were not told where they were going until
the chosen morning. Parents colluded with this secret.
Children were in 3 groups of 8 each with a well-informed helper.
Did you find the Briefing Pack helpful?
“there was a lot to print but I photocopied some key sections for my helpers and also told
them what to expect”
How successful was the workshop you chose?
“This was a very impressive session. Suspense was created in five steps. Areas of focus in
terms of NC English requirements were well covered and the children were engaged
throughout. This was purposeful learning.”
What do you consider to be the key points of learning from your visit?
“The visit reinforced the children’s love of stories. The artistic representations created by
the installations will certainly help them remember the books and will be good for setting
scenes in their own writing. The building was magic and evocative and that sparked their
imaginations.”
How did you follow up the visit?
Back in the classroom this teacher repeated the workshop activity in her own way. She was
conscious that some of the installation authors and some of the contemporary writers were
not familiar names for her pupils so she planned lessons that focused on wider, deeper
knowledge of significant figures in children’s literature. Each child noted the character
profile s/he had created in the Throne Room and back at school wrote a fuller profile and
story about their character
How well did this ‘whole class’ visit fulfill the ‘differentiation’ requirement?
“Every child took something rich away with them from this visit. Each child found some
particular connection for them in the rooms we visited.”
Are there areas for improvement that you would suggest?
- I think the briefing pack needs to be more compact because of the photocopying costs.
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- The children were confused by the signage.
Findings
Teachers would appreciate additional input from the learning staff (eg. interesting facts
relating to authors of books featured or information about contemporary writers).
The transition between workshop sessions and the ‘free to roam’ time in the exhibition
needs to be well managed by teachers or the visit can lose its clear focus.
Time for reflection and review would help consolidate the exhibition experience for children
and teachers.
The exhibition offers opportunities for rich and memorable learning experiences. As has
been demonstrated, imaginative practitioners, with detailed preparation and the focused
input offered by TSM staff, can further extend the experiential richness offered by the
exhibition and respond effectively to learning objectives relating to their visit.
It was felt by all teachers that the most effective installations (Narnia, The Borrowers,
Badger’s home, Peter Pan) were those that the children, through the media or prior
reading, could more easily and immediately relate to.
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7

Discussions

7.1

With Story Museum volunteers
volunteers

The volunteer staff comprises a team with high dedication and energy. Volunteers warmly
welcomed visitors as they approached the ticket collection area. Explanations relating to
the exhibition layout were clearly articulated and helpful advice about the building and its
facilities were given. The stamping system was clearly explained. Cheery greetings were
given in the Throne Room and visitors were immediately invited to dress up or to interact
with the Throne. Small children, unable to fully participate in the build-a-character session
were given distracting art/craft activities.
Discussions took place with several of the volunteers. In a few cases, the same volunteer
contributed comments over the period of the evaluation.
Becoming a volunteer
There were many reasons given for wanting to become and remain a volunteer at the
museum:
“It’s the enthusiasm and inspiring motivation of the team”.
“It’s just wonderful being a volunteer here”.
“I love working here. I’m happy to do anything that’s asked of me – and there are many
tasks to be done!”
“There’s mutual pleasure and benefit to be gained from being a volunteer. I think you’d
find all volunteers would say that. Volunteers get something valuable for themselves from
doing this job and TSM gets something valuable from its volunteers. I get a lot from
volunteering, they get a lot from me”.
Several of the volunteers began as interns whilst studying in Oxford or completing DofE
challenges. Having enjoyed the temporary role work they later returned to work regularly as
volunteers. Several volunteers had experience in teaching or the creative arts. One
volunteer with a background and training in eEducation has now, opportunely, become a
learning officer.
Asked to comment on the appeal of the exhibition one volunteer said: “it’s knowing and
then being taken into the world of a favourite book or storyline. Being recommended a
book by a writer you admire is a thrill. If Michael Morpurgo thinks Great Expectations is a
good book then I’ll read it too! The immersive installations are a wonderful stimulus for
creative writing and thinking”.
Findings
Although 140 names are registered for volunteer work, in practical terms the
availability of staff for regular duty in the building is sometimes uncertain. Ongoing scrutiny
of the register is essential to maintain sufficient capacity.
Immediately prior to the opening of 26 Characters teams of volunteers helped with
costumes, painted rooms, cleaned areas, helped make props etc. That level of input and
enthusiasm needs to be maintained so that props, artefacts, installation features, costumes,
vital making, replacing and daily maintenance can be quickly attended to and positive
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visitor experience ensured.
Volunteers commented that the average ‘dwell’ time in the building was two hours.
Some visitors returned repeatedly. One volunteer mentioned a young visitor who had
visited seven times with a variety of friends and relations. One mother has visited eight
times.
All volunteers noted the popularity and magic of the Narnia room. Volunteers commented
on the need for further activities to be available for very young children.

7.2

With Story Museum staff

A few weeks after the first phase of the 26 Characters exhibition finished, staff met
to review how effectively the museum’s goals, as set out for its Grants for the Arts
application, had been achieved. The goals had been to:
1. have an integrated programme around the exhibition and learn from audience
feedback
2. create narrative environments
3. enlist new people into the project
4. develop curatorial skills
5. make full use of marketing and fundraising opportunities related to the exhibition
6. develop the volunteer programme.

Review of achievements
* Cambridge Jones interviewed and photographed 26 authors who had been briefed,
costumed and made up
* Interviews were transcribed for the book and background research carried out to inform
the design of installations and the accompanying 128 page book
* Permissions were obtained for characters, stories, audio and text extracts
* Working with 7 designers, 23 story worlds were created in which to display the portraits,
as well as a final summative End Gallery
* A range of creative activities were developed including the Talking Throne, a large
selection of fancy dress costumes, and a giant story spinner
* Audio extracts were selected and in some places specially written, recorded and
produced for 10 installations
* A full programme of events around the exhibition was developed, including events
featuring the authors as well actors, storytellers, musicians and artists.
* Signage was created in order for the public to navigate the building and the different
story worlds featured in the exhibition.
* To aid visitors’ understanding of the story contexts and to help them engage more fully
with the installations, interpretative resources including a map (see Appendix 6), a stamp
booklet and trail, bookmarks and room text panels were written and designed.
* A learning programme with accompanying resources was developed and delivered by the
education team, offering school groups the opportunity to visit the exhibition and
participate in accompanying workshops.
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* The Story Museum branding was updated and a new website was created with help from
the design agency OneLtd of Oxford. New features included rotating banners, a calendar
with full listing of events, extended information about the 26 Characters exhibition and an
interactive digital gallery.
* An online digital gallery was created allowing people to upload pictures and texts about
their favourite childhood story characters. These were then displayed on an electronic
screen in the exhibition entrance.
* Writers group, 26, wrote 26 poems inspired by the portraits, these were illustrated and
made into a small book sold in aid of The Story Museum.
* A publicity campaign was launched to increase public awareness. This included creating
and distributing a new ‘What’s On’ guide, posters and flyers, advertisements in local press
and a range of press releases.
* Box office and booking systems were put into place.
* Front of house staff were appointed and trained in health and safety, access, fire first aid
and customer service.
* Health and safety and volunteer guidelines were produced, and volunteers trained.
* The shop and café were opened initially with limited range of merchandise and menu,
both of which expanded during the year
* Feedback mechanisms were put in place.
Staff discussions focused on five areas for review
1. Operational
2. Programming
3. Website and publicity
4. The making process
5. Maintenance/Health and Safety

Operational issues
It was agreed that:
* the public response to the exhibition was one of enthusiasm and congratulation.
* visitor numbers indicate a steady increase since the exhibition opened suggesting that
awareness of the museum was building via word of mouth.
* visitors wanted more ‘live ‘happenings such as live-storytelling in the installation spaces or
the presence of people dressed in role.
* visitors found the letter and number connections confusing
* the price structuring for young visitors needed to be reviewed but the family ticket has
remained a popular choice
* accessibility had been a problem for some people
* there was inconsistency in the delivery standards of the spaces
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* visitors adopted one of two ways of exploring the exhibition: some resolutely followed the
map (and often become confused by the labyrinthine buildings) and some simply explored
and enjoyed
* a dedicated toddler zone (and activity area) would enable other visitors to enjoy the
exhibition more fully
* those who responded most positively and who seemed most inspired by their experience
were those who arrived at the exhibition with no apparent pre-conceptions and who
brought something of themselves to the whole experience.
* having the Throne Room (The Changing Room) at the start of the exhibition route, had
been an unqualified success and encouraged visitors whose exploratory instincts were less
adventurous. Being something of an ‘ice-breaker’ the dressing up element helped generate
positive anticipation for the exhibition.
* families for whom books and literary awareness did not feature significantly might have
found the ‘authors, writers, classic books’ exhibition focus a little alienating.
* the digital gallery offered visitors the chance to follow up their visit by dressing as their
favourite character and posting photos on the website. There was disappointing take-up on
this but nearly 600 visitors wrote and drew about their favourite characters and displayed
these on the walls of the Changing Room
* the recorded author interviews have been available on the website and on tablets (though
the latter had suffered from software difficulties) in the End Gallery. It was agreed that
visitors may have listened to these within the respective installation spaces had there been
enough tablets for this to be possible. In spaces provided with comfortable seating
Bellerophon (J) Anansi (D) and Hanuman (L) visitors dwelled for longer periods of time
listening to the audio. In general the sound systems had been unreliable and presented
challenges.
* teacher feedback on the schools programme had been overwhelmingly positive with
every evaluation indicating a good experience. The combination of exhibition experience
and formal workshop had worked well providing a purpose to the visit.
* the Story Spinner had been a great success and received generous feedback comments
on media sites. It was noted, however, that for optimum benefit to be gained from the
facility, there needed to be someone nearby to supervise its use.
* also very successful had been the story-wall where stories created by people of all ages all
ages were represented.
Programming
* Some events worked better than others. The CJ and Will Gompertz conversation was very
successful, Meg Rossoff/Andy Stanton and CJ/Francesca Simon less so. This was partly
because the chosen characters were from stories pitched at different readerships from
those of the featured authors. Francesca Simon’s readers are not necessarily fans of Alice in
Wonderland.
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* most successful had been the themed days when the whole building had been taken over
and where immersive experiences were greatly enjoyed.
Website and publicity
* getting information out on time whether through the website or by other means of
publicity had presented challenges.
* there had been confusion between the ‘story museum’ and the ‘exhibition’. On days when
the exhibition was not open visitors had expected other features of the Story Museum to be
available to them. Some visitors expected there to be another space housing a permanent
standing gallery so that visitors can ‘see’ something other than the temporary exhibition. A
regular question asked by visitors was “Where’s the Museum?”
The making process
* There had been five weeks of making time for the exhibition spaces following completion
of capital works.
* The exhibition book - 26 Characters - celebrating childhood story heroes – had taken a
lot of curatorial and team time. In particular, obtaining text and picture permissions for the
book and exhibition had been immensely challenging. This usually needs at least six
months.
Strategically the book had been a triumph and highly praised but sales had been
disappointing, not least because the museum had failed to gain listing on Amazon. 300
regular copies had been sold and five of the 60 signed limited edition copies. It was agreed
that for so comprehensive and rich a literary resource, additional publicity would be
justified.
Maintenance/h
Maintenance/health and safety
* maintenance of the exhibition and the building in general has posed a challenge (spread
of snow and glitter, cleaning toilets). Although vital for offering a constantly good visitor
experience this stretches the capacity of the current team.
* the question of ongoing responsibility for risk assessment was discussed and also the
necessity for having sufficient volunteers on site each day.

7.3

With sector colleagues

On 23 February 2015, the day after 26 Characters finally closed, John Prebble, Arts Council
Relationship Officer, Literature, chaired a discussion to explore learnings from the exhibition
and accompanying activities.
This was attended by the Story Museum directors, front of house and education teams, as
well as Catriona Nicholson, evaluator and trustee of Seven Stories; Jane Cockcroft, formerly
of the Story Museum and now in the Ashmolean Museum’s family learning team, and Ruth
Taylor, Strategic Manager of Artswork. Colleagues from Discover and Seven Stories both
had to withdraw at the last minute but were consulted separately and their comments fed
into the meeting.
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The focus of the discussion was how to engage visitors with stories in real time within an
exhibition context. 26 Characters had tested several ways of doing this by:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Putting the relevant books in each installation
Creating strip cartoons of less well known stories eg Till Eulenspiegel, Rupert
Offering audio tellings of whole stories – Anansi, Bellerophon, or extracts from 8
longer stories eg Lion, Witch and Wardrobe, Treasure Island
Live readings of whole or part stories
Live tellings of whole or part stories
Shows and promenade performances of whole or part stories
Films of featured stories
And by encouraging visitors to buy, borrow or take a (free) book afterwards

Seven Stories offers story experiences through books, film extracts, live readings, telling
and shows. Discover offers books, audio stories and extracts, live telling and readings and
physical story adventures.
The group concluded that:
•

It was, inevitably, easier for people to engage with the shorter stories

•

People engaged in different ways: some read, some listened, some looked at the
cartoons while others ignored them

•

The multisensory ‘drama’ of each space evoked powerful emotional responses which
people enjoyed and commented on: many people resolved to experience, or reexperience the complete story later

•

People enjoyed being trusted with tangible objects and environments and were by
and large careful with these

•

People are more likely to comply when the rules are made a compelling or playful
part of the story

•

People enjoyed being invited to use their imaginations

•

Accompanying adults made a big difference to children’s experiences

•

Some people referred to the map and wall panels, others didn’t or found them hard
to understand

•

The stamp trail was enjoyed, but was sometimes a distraction from the story content

•

Most people did not take in verbal instructions when they arrived
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•

People enjoyed enclosed, immersive spaces that allowed them to step into a story

•

People enjoyed being invited to respond, and seeing others’ responses

•

People liked spaces to sit, and would have liked even more

That we should consider for our next exhibition:
•

incorporating an introductory space

•

continuing offering different ways of engaging

•

use film clips as ways of explaining how things work

•

asking 3 questions in each room

•

getting more reliable audio and visual equipment.
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Appendix 1: exhibition credits
26 Characters – makers
THE CHARACTER PORTRAITS
Photographer: Cambridge Jones
Cambridge Jones studied politics at Oxford and acting at RADA before becoming a rock drummer, restaurant owner and awardwinning photographer. He has photographed four British prime ministers, the Queen, and everyone from Sir Anthony Hopkins to
Al Pacino. He exhibits all around the world, and some of his work resides in the Queen’s private library at Windsor Castle.
Cambridge punctuated the 26 Characters photo shoots with travelling around India with Dominic West and playing a submarine
commander in a Hollywood action movie. Adopted at the age of two, he often works with charities that support children,
including the Prince’s Trust, Barnardo’s and The Story Museum. Cambridge Jones may not always have been his real name.
http://www.cambridgejones.com/
Favourite character: Biggles.

INSTALLATION DESIGNERS
Neill Cameron
Boromir, Rupert Bear and Till Eulenspiegel
Neill is a writer and artist specialising in manga and comics artwork, illustration and character design. He is the writer and artist of
the graphic novel series Mo-Bot High and is currently working on The Pirates of Pangaea (with Daniel Hartwell) and How to Make
Awesome) Comics for the weekly comic, The Phoenix.
http://neillcameron.com/
Favourite character: Samwise Gamgee from The Lord of the Rings.
Liz Cooke
Owl and the Pussy-cat, Peter Pan, Wild Thing
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Liz works as an artist, maker, writer and deviser for stage. She has worked with the National Theatre, RSC, Royal Court and The
Globe, in the West End and for principal regional theatres. She has designed extensively for physical performances including
aerial and circus techniques.
http://lizcooke.org/lizcooke/home.html
Favourite character: Winnie the Pooh.
Philip Cooper
Badger, Jekyll & Hyde, Mary Poppins, Scarlet Pimpernel, White Witch
Philip art directs exhibition, retail and interior design projects for clients ranging from Top Shop to the V&A, London Fashion
Week to Save the Children. Aged 14 he so successfully transformed his parents’ garden shed into the style of a neo-classical
‘stately home’ that it was featured in The World of Interiors.
http://ilovesheds.com/
Favourite character: Eeyore from Winnie the Pooh.
Ted Dewan
Pod and Arrietty Clock
See (link to author page for biography)
http://www.wormworks.com/
With thanks to Sam Taylor for creating the Clock family home.
Alix Harwood
Anansi, Bellerophon, Hanuman, Merlin
Alix is a designer and maker who has worked on The Harry Hill Movie, Into the Woods, Avengers and Cinderella and contributed to Harry
Potter and the Prison of Azkaban, Hugo and Thor. She collaborates with artists including Ori Gersht and created the Wordstorm room for
The Story Museum’s 2012 exhibition Other Worlds.
Favourite character: Nogbad the Bad from Noggin the Nog.
Thomas McCarronMcCarron-Shipman
Just William
Thomas is an artist and maker who often collaborates with designer Philip Cooper.
Favourite character: Bigwig from Watership Down.
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Michael Pickwoad
The Hatter and the Queen of Hearts, Long John Silver, Magwitch, the Wicked Witch of the West
Michael is a production designer and art director, known for Dr Who, Withnail and I and Longford. He is the son of actor William
Mervyn best known for his portrayal of the Bishop in the popular1960s television comedy All Gas and Gaiters.
Favourite character: D’Artagnan from The Three Musketeers.
With thanks to Sarah Gardner for the painting the island.

SPECIALLY WRITTEN STORIES
Anansi and the Basket of Stories by Alex Kanefsky.
Pride Comes before a Fall: the story of Bellerophon by Geraldine McCaughrean.
Hanuman the Monkey God by Jamila Gavin.
‘Sestude’ poems by members of writers group, 26.

VOICES
Olivia Colman
Just William, Mary Poppins, Peter Pan, Scarlet Pimpernel, Wicked Witch of the West, the White Witch
Olivia is an English actress known for her television roles in Peep Show, That Mitchell and Webb Look, Rev, Beautiful People and Green Wing.
In 2013 she won BAFTA awards for her roles in Accused and Twenty Twelve and received further acclaim for her role as DS Ellie Miller in ITV
crime series Broadchurch.
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Favourite character: Anne of Green Gables.
Christopher Eccleston
Badger, Boromir, Jekyll & Hyde, Long John Silver, Magwitch
Christopher is an English actor best known for playing the Ninth Doctor in Dr Who. His other television appearances include Our Friends in
the North, He has also appeared on stage and in films such as Let Him Have It, Shallow Grave, Jude, Elizabeth, and Thor: the Dark World.
Favourite character: The boy from The Boy Who Was Afraid.

Ted and Pandora Dewan: Pod and Arrietty
Julia and Malcolm Donaldson: The Owl and the Pussy-cat
Jamila Gavin: Hanuman the Monkey God
Ailsa Joy: Bellerophon
Alex Kanefsky: Anansi the Spider

PRODUCTION
Talking Throne: East London Kinetics

Sound design: Barry Gibson
AudioAudio-visual: Adrian Cassidy
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Set builders: Ally Baker; Jonny Bell; Karla Berron; Graham Day; Adam Maynard; Rebekah Lidwell; Thomas McCarron-Shipman;
Matthew Terry; Kingerlee Ltd; R T Harris & Son, and the Story Museum team and volunteers.

THANK YOU
To all the participating authors, their publishers and agents
.

Portrait costumes: Royal Shakespeare Company; The National Theatre; Maura Allen; Ally Baker. Coordinated by Ginny Battcock.
Portrait makemake-up: Sue Parsons, Sophie Everett, Melanie Winning, Lynn Fraser.
Dressing up costumes kindly loaned by Creation Theatre, Cokethorpe School, Oxford Playhouse
Books in End Gallery kindly loaned by Oxfordshire County Council Library Service
Props and furniture kindly donated by Hide & Seek; 815Agency; Havelock 11; 2-6 Heavers; Mulberry Group plc; Junk Recycling; Susan Robinson; Malgosia Nowak-Kemp of the Oxford University Museum of Natural History; Estates Department, University of Oxford; Bodleian Library;
Junk Recycling; Sailing Barge Repertor
‘Sestudes’ by members of writers group, 26, gathered by John Simmons and Kaye Sharpe
Permission to photograph and display characters:
William Brown: Macmillan Children’s Books: Just William first published in 1922. This selection first published 1991 by Macmillan Children’s
Books a division of Macmillan publishers Ltd. All stories copyright © Richmal C. Ashbee. Foreword copyright © Lily Broadway Productions
2009. Illustrations copyright © Thomas Henry Fisher Estate.
Mary Poppins by kind permission of the Estate of the late P.L Travers and the Estate of Mary Shepard (represented by N.E. Middleton).
Boromir by kind permission of the Tolkien Estate.
Rupert Bear by kind permission of DreamWorks Animation UK Ltd. Rupert Bear is a registered trademark of Classic Media Distribution Limited
and Express Newspapers: all rights reserved.
A Wild Thing from: WHERE THE WILD THINGS ARE by Maurice Sendak. Copyright © Maurice Sendak, 1963, used by kind permission of The
Wylie Agency (UK) Ltd.
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Permission to record audio extracts:
The Scarlet Pimpernel by Baroness Orczy by kind permission of A.P. Watt at United Agents on behalf of Sara Orczy-Barstow Brown.
Just William by Richmal Crompton by kind permission of United Agents (www.unitedagents.co.uk) on behalf of the Richmal Crompton Estate.
Mary Poppins by P.L. Travers by kind permission of the Estate of the Late P.L Travers.
The Lion, the Witch and the Wardrobe by C.S Lewis by kind permission C.S. Lewis, copyright © C.S.Lewis Pte Ltd, 1950.
The Fellowship of the Ring, Lord of the Rings by J.R.R Tolkien by kind permission of HarperCollins Publishers Ltd.
Book extracts acknowledged within the exhibition.

Curation team: Kim Pickin with Jane Cockcroft and Kate Sayer
Supported by Story Museum staff, interns and volunteers
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Appendix 2: Visitor Questionnaire
We hope that you enjoyed your visit to The Story Museum today and we would be very grateful if you could take a few moments to fill in our
questionnaire. Please tick here if you do NOT want us to use your comments in our marketing.
1. Please circle to show how satisfied or dissatisfied you were with your overall visit today?
Very dissatisfied
Very satisfied
1

2

3

4

5

2. Which was your favourite room in the exhibition and why?

3. Is there anything about the exhibition that you would do differently?
4. Which three words would you use to describe the Story Museum to a friend?
5. Please tick which of the stories featured in the exhibition you have already read or are familiar with, and which you intend to read after
your visit today [list of books featured in exhibition]
6. How did you hear about the exhibition?
7. Including yourself, how many people are in your party today?
Adults

Babies 0-1

Children aged 2-4

Children aged 5-11

Children aged 12-18

Pensions

8. How did you travel to The Story Museum today?
9. How many miles did you travel to reach The Story Museum today and what is your home postcode?
Miles/Kilometres
Postcode
10. Does anyone in your party have a disability or particular access needs?
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11. How would you describe your ethnicity?
12. Do you think you will visit The Story Museum’s 2014 exhibition 26 Characters again? Yes / No
13. Do you think you will visit The Story Museum’s new exhibition in 2015? Yes / No

Thank you for taking the time to fill in our questionnaire. If you would like to keep in touch with The Story Museum and our programme of
events please sign up for our monthly e-newsletter by filling in your details below.
Title
First Name
Last Name
Email address
And finally, is there anything else that you would like to say to help us make The Story Museum even more magical...
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Appendix 3: Full analysis of unique responses from questionnaire

Absorbing

Uniqueness of
experience
Better-than-RoaldDahl-Museum

Delivery of
Content
Adventurou
s

Purpose/Mi
ssion

Audience

Memory

Calls to
action

Amazed

Celebrating

All age

Alive

Challenging

Child Friendly

Childhood
Childishfun

Come
Compulso
ry

Amazeballs

Bizarre

Baffling

Amazing

Crazy

Amazing

Different

Blown away
Breathtakin
g

Amateur

childlike

Child orientated

Evocative

Artistic
Atmospheri
c

Child-like

Children

Cultural

Attractive

Educating

Family Friendly
For-adults-andchildren

Memories
Nostalgiainducing

Amusing

Eccentric

Captivating

Awesome

English

Comforting

Brilliant

Independent

Compelling

Authentic

Educational

Kid friendly

Charming

Indescribable

Creepy

Beautiful

Experience

Clever

Imagination

Colourful

Dreamlike

Library
Living
stories
Lots to
look at

Kids
Suitable-forolder-children

Cheeky

Individual

Curious

Cool

Ingenious

Dream

Important
Learningexperience

Cute

Innovative

Delightful

Inventive

Eerie

Narnia

Creative

Engaging

Like-nothing-else

Emotive

Pirates

Enjoyable

New

Enchanting

Reading

Detailed
Enlightenin
g

Entertaining

Not-a-museum

Silly

Epic

Not-like-a-museum

Engrossing
Enormously
fun

Excellent

Escapist

Exciting

Novel
Once-in-a-life-timeexperience

Extraordinary

Only-in-Oxford

Good vibe

Stories
Storybo
okland
Storytas
tic

Eye opening

Original

Heartfelt

Tales

Positive Adjective

Emotional
Response

Exhilarating

Content
Books
Charact
ers
Children
's
Costum
es
Dress up
land
Dressing
up
Exhibitio
n
Installati
ons

Stamps

Comical

Expansive
Experiment
al
Fantasy
Free
spirited
Friendly
Great
storytelling

Literary
Promotingreading

Nostalgic
Remembra
nce
Reminiscin
g
Stirring

Response
Conversatio
n-starting

Feel of
space

Basic

Building
Developin
g
Developm
ent

Go
Have-togo
Must
go/see

Big

Evolving

Expensive
Expensive (but
worth it)

Cosy

Growing
Lots-ofpotential

Good value
Value-formoney

Must-see

Explorative

Needed
Not-to-berushed
pleasecome
Returnabl
e
Unmissabl
e
Worth a
visit
Worth
seeing

huge

Adventure

Exploration

Industrial

Potential
Progressin
g

Kind

Promising
Ramshackl
e

Kreative!

Rickety

Light
Lighthearted

Shabby
Unfinishe
d
Work-inprogress

Massive

Useful

Mysterious

Worthwhile

Mystical
Neverending

Cost
Excellent value
for money

Open
Openended
Ostentatio
us
Other
worldly
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Fab

Refreshinglyuncorporate

Homely

Fabadoo

Unexpected

Fabulous
Fantastic
Fascinating

Hands on

Quaint

Hooray

Hippieish

Quiet

Unique

Inspirational

Imaginative

Relaxed

Unusual

Inspired

Immersive

Spacious

X-factor

Intriguing

Inedible

Spooky

Fine

Invigorating

Informative

Flabbergasting

Liberating

Insightful

Thoughtful
Thoughtprovoking

Fun

Intellectual

Unspoilt

Interactive

Urban

Good

Memorable
Mindblowing
Mindboggling

Interesting

Vast

Good fun

Motivating

Inviting

Wacky

Gorgeous

Moving

Joyful

Warming

Great

Opinions

Lifelike

Weird

Happy

Relaxing

Welcoming

Hilarious

Safe

Lively
Middleclass
Not-toostudied

Funny

Yarnful

Impressive

Satisfying

Incredible
Inspiring

Scary
Smileenducing

Quirky

Liked

Smiles

Realistic

Love

Speechless

Resourceful

Lovely

Restrained

Magic

Thrilling
Transportin
g

Magical

X-citing

Similar

Whimsical
Whimsy

Playful

Short

Magnificent

Staff

Marvellous

Tactile

Moreish

Theatre
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Nice

Varied

Out-of-this-world

Visionary

Outstanding

Visual

Pleasant

Spectacular

Vivid
Wellconsidered
Welldesigned
Wellorganised
Wellthoughtout

Splendid

Youthful

Positive
Powerful
Pretty

Splendiferous
Stimulating
Stunning
Stylish
Supecalifragilistice
xpialidocious
Super duper
Super/b
Suprising
Surreal
Sweet
Tantalising
Terrific
Treat
Tremendous
Unbeatable
Unbelievable
Unforgettable
Utopic
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Wicked
wonder
Wonderful
Wondrous
Wow
Zazzy
Zealous
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Appendix 4: Full list of school improvement suggestions.
April – October
How to improve
1/More time at each stage. If doing Anansi spend more time focusing upon
tricks so perhaps a quiz, best challenge and why. For me to do a pre visit and
sign post the stories
Longer visit. Louder audio. More people in rooms to signpost and guide visit.
Volume on stories louder. Would have loved more time to explore the
exhibition - didn't have long enough to do it justice
We'd have just loved to be able to stay longer.
We were 30 children which was a nice size - feeling we had the run of the place
More of the same. Storytellers in specific rooms
A couple of technical issues to help engage children with stories - audio.
Great apart from that.
Fab education pack, very very helpful staff, thank you for tea, stories on tablets
needed to be louder. I thought the reading/writing activity was a little hard to
access as the second extract wasn't really a description but an inference. This
was above the level of some of our children. Also because they hadn't visited
the museum they weren't sure of the concept.
Too much stimuli maybe. School staff should have given it more focus?
We had a fab day. Maybe more specific details on each workshop so we could
match to topic.
A synopsis of each story would be very useful especially to engage younger
children as many of the characters are from stories they may not yet have
encountered
It would be good if you could sell Storytelling Schools book and offer teachers
look around
Receiving details about how to group adults/children beforehand would be
helpful in terms of understanding the timings.
Some children disappointed not to visit all the rooms. One child thought it
suited younger visitors more but no one else did.
The children could have more background on the authors and what they wrote.
Children a bit confused between author and character especially when the
character was unfamiliar
Additional open ended activities with foundation stage - more picture book
based activities
More time to hear stories in the rooms - we had to hear only 1/2 a story in
some rooms
A little more time for the workshop would have resulted in more developed
idea but it's tricky to fit it all in 2 hours. Our students took a while to focus.
The exhibition is fabulous and all organisation is very good and welcoming.
Kate is a very effective leader
let me think
We needed a bit more information prior to the trip and help when we did our
pre-trip but actual trip was fantastic
More structured information on what to expect/preparation details to make
visit more organised and structured. Already discussed with Kate. Our second
visit to you benefitted greatly from this
Some guidance about how to use the rooms when we arrive to get the most
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out of our trip.
NovemberNovember-February
How to improve
Slightly longer time for workshop sessions
Couldn't improve it!
Alice workshop could have been better organised-easier for kids to read and
use - too much writing
More heating; some activity related to the story that was told at the beginning
Fab as it is!
More early-years/traditional stories or area for them/ more interactive stories
because children loved them & increase volume on ipads/rhyming&poetry
/some of recorded stories went over their heads so maybe have a small story
by a storyteller or a book left out for the teacher to read
Booking - a few problems with email address. Arrive - great welcome and good
organisation for snack. Very helpful staff- exploration and activities perfect for
this age.
Workshop could have focussed on language more, but the kids loved it/ All
wonderful and welcoming
Perfectly pitched for y1 with right amount of time to explore and in workshop
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Appendix 5: Sample of visitor res
responses
My Favourite Character – Summary
•
•
•

597 responses (not including school visits who took them back to school with them)
408 from females, 170 from males (others not disclosed)
Youngest aged 1, oldest aged 67

Responses came from every age group visiting the museum. The spikes in
responses roughly correlate with the spikes in our audience surveys.
Age

Number of
responses

3 and under

83

4-5

81

6-7

111

8-11

140

12-14

33

15-18

12

19-30

12

30-50

25

50+

4

Over 18 (not specific age)

83

Under 18 (not specific age)

54

162 different authors were selected and 385 different characters. The high
frequency authors are shown below. Interestingly, most of the authors began
publishing before the year 2000 with a significant number in the early half of the
1900s. It is also interesting to note that the majority of these authors have had their
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books represented across a range of media, most in film with a third having been
produced by Disney.

Authors chosen by 5 or more people

Author
Lewis Carroll
JK Rowling
Roald Dahl
Cressida Cowell
Brothers Grimm
Julia Donaldson
C.S. Lewis
J.R.R. Tolkien
Francesca Simon
Jacqueline Wilson
Enid Blyton
JM Barrie
Astrid Lindgren
L. Frank Baum
Jeff Kinney
A.A. Milne
Daisy Meadows

First
published in
1856
1997
1942
1999
1807
1993
1936
1937
1994
1969
1922
1887
1944
1897
2007
1905
2003

Frequency
38
30
30
16
15
15
10
10
9
9
8
8
7
7
6
5
5

The characters chosen by multiple respondents, rather like the authors these have
been portrayed across a range of media.
Characters chosen by 5 or more respondents
My favourite story character
is
Alice
Matilda
Harry Potter

Number of
responses
27
14
11
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Rapunzel
Cinderella
Tinkerbell
Elsa
Batman
Gruffalo
Hiccup
Horrid Henry
Hermione Granger
Spiderman
Toothless
Greg
Minion
Peter Pan
Pippi Longstocking
Queen of Hearts

10
9
9
8
7
7
7
7
6
6
6
5
5
5
5
5

The four most popular characters were analysed by each age group. The most
popular, Alice, has appeal across all ages. Again, all the characters have been
represented in different media.
20
18
16
14
12
10
8
6
4
2
0

Rapunzel Tangled
Matilda Matilda
Harry Potter Harry Potter
Series
Under 18

Over 18

50+

30-50

19-30

15-18

12-14

8-11

6-7

4-5

3 and under

Alice Alice in Wonderland

Most people wrote about characters they had first encountered in a book, although
films made up a substantial number of responses.
•
•
•
•
•

369 first came across their favourite character in a book
10 first came across their favourite character in a book and other media
131 first came across their favourite character in a film
9 first came across their favourite character in a game
21 first came across their favourite character in a story they made up
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•
•

8 first came across their favourite character in a story someone else told them
26 first came across their favourite character in a television programme

These responses were analyses against the age of the respondent. Films made up a
substantial proportion of the under 11 responses with two thirds of the under 3
responses and just under half of the 4-5 year old responses coming from a film
rather than a book.

4

4
How respondents encountered their character
character by age
160
140
120
Tv programme
Story someone told me

100

Story I made up
80

Other
Game

60

Film
40

Book and other media
Book

20
0
3 and 4-5
under

6-7

8-11 12-14 15-18 19-30 30-50 50+ Over Under
18
18
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Luggage Label activity
In the Importance of Being Earnest exhibit visitors were asked to respond on
luggage labels to the question: Baby Earnest was found in a handbag at Victoria
Station. Where did you begin?

711 labels were completed, some with factual answers and some more fictional.
452 people told us where they were born

Location
Car
Home
Hospital
Birthing Pool
On holiday
England
England - East Midlands
England - London
England - North East
England - North West
England - South East
England - South East Oxfordshire
England - South West
England - West Midlands
Ireland
Northern Ireland
Scotland
Wales
None UK
Europe
Africa

Number of
responses
3
10
9
3
1
6
8
41
9
10
41
136
9
5
4
1
8
8
1
18
10
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Asia
Australia
India
USA and Canada
Earth
Not Stated
Birthday
Name Story
TOTAL

9
7
2
33
2
30
26
2
452

Many of the labels included touching personal details:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

•
•
•

•
•

I began when my father sailed to Australia
I began in my mum’s tum in Italy after the war. Now I am entering my second
childhood which began here I think.
I am 2, my mummy waited 10 years to have me. Our family is very happy now. ☺
I was born just before Christmas and Father Christmas came to the hospital to give
me a little pink cardigan. 1952
I was born in Paris but I think I was an accident.
My parents thought I was a boy
Baby Molly found 26th April 2014. Welcome!
I began in my Mum’s tummy. It was dark and lonely. I was pleased I broke free. My
brother was at home. I’m guessing he was with my Aunty. I was crying. Don’t know
why though. I got free. It wasn’t lonely. That was how I began.
I have always believed in fairies and I always will. I love all stories, Peter Pan is no
exception. I was born in Banbury at the local hospital.
Once upon a time mummy and daddy met each other on holiday in Crete, one year
later I arrived. I’m now 5. We all live happily ever after.
I was born on a isolated farm near a village called Cotesbach, Leicestershire. 6th
November 1952. My Dad cycled to the nearest telephone box in the village for the
midwife. It was a freezing cold dark night and the snow was falling fast. By the time
my Dad got back to my mum at the farmhouse I was on my way. The umbilical cord
twisted several times around my neck. My Dad delivered me and saved me. God
bless you Dad.
I was born at pub closing time much to my gran’s disappointment, 89 years to the
day after JRR Tolkien was born.
Reborn in 1995 when I started to let my real ME have some fun and enjoy life.
My mum tried for eight years to have a baby and had a lot of trouble with it. Then I
came along and was six weeks early and the labour lasted 20 minutes. My dad was
on holiday and missed it!
I was born in a bath. I nearly DROWNED! I had to be rescued which was lucky
because otherwise I wouldn’t be here. My name is Elizabeth and I am nearly nine.
I was my Mum’s birthday present
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•

•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

•

In the Evelyn Nursing Home in Cambridge and then admitted to infectious diseases
unit with my mother at 12 days old with chicken pox. I looked like I’d be covered in
raspberry jam and rolled in rice krispies.
I almost began in Wales in the middle of my parents’ carefully timed holiday.
My pregnant Mum was taken in a wheelbarrow across the cricket ground to the
Churchill in 1970.
Start, 1941 during an air-raid. Got better.
My name is Martha and I was born in Swindon in a cottage yesterday.
I was nearly born in the Inverness Tesco car park
I was born on a full moon. I believe I can remember this night about 2am and my
mother turns away from ‘em on the bed as my brother bangs on the door to be let
in. The full moon shines in through the dusty window and the room is as black as
night. I howled long after.
I was born on Dad’s plane.
I was almost born in Hampton Court Maze as my parents have bad planning skills.
My mother had danced the night away.
I was born into a political regime I was forced to flee – I now speak a language my
parents don’t understand.
I was born with hiccups in 1990
I was established early December 1982 in Stockholm in the after parties of the
Nobel prize celebrations. I was born 9 months later in Wales in a small town which
to this day remains a tricksy place to give birth to a dyslexic....Aberwysthwythgfff.
I was born in 2007. My name is Hannah! I have a brother Jude I love him so much I
cannot describe it!

Magic land/fairy
world

14

Transformation
from one thing
to another

5

Examples

Number of
Responses

Location

Some people took influence from the museum and shared a more fictional/hoped
for creation story.

I once was a girl who
walked in her sleep. I met
dragons and diamond
geese and in mountains
black and deep. And so I
stayed forever asleep.
I began in one place,
arrived in another and
ended up elsewhere. I am
happiest where I am now.
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Must have come
from a particular
place because
I've always
liked.....

2

I was found with a bear and
its cubs-no wonder I love
fish!

Science Fiction
Setting

10

I was born a long time ago
in a galaxy far, far away.

Version of the
past

1

I was born in 1944. I wore a
camouflage babygrow and
rode in an armoured pram.

Hatched from an
egg
The Beginning
Out of emotion
In a traditional
tale setting

5

I haven't begun
yet
Into a known
story (Narnia,
Harry Potter)

1

From an
element/weather

5

Factory
Under a rainbow
Under a plant
From a world of
Shakespeare
Through books

1
3
9
1

5
3
5

8

1

My favourite thing (after
stories) is cafes perhaps I
was born in one? Possibly
the Grovesnor cafe in
Glasgow-they did bacon
croissants and lovely coffee.
I was born in a cave in a
dragon's nest! P.S. Turn
over for the truth. I was born
in the JR in Oxford

I was born in the woods by
a gingerbread house. I've
always had a sweet tooth.

I was born in Hogwarts and
grew up as a wizard. One
year I was fighting Lord
Voldemort when my mum
and dad now found me.
I cam on the desert wind,
with dust, lightening and
prayer.

I was born in a magical land.
Narnia.

I began between the covers
of the first book I ever
opened, marked my years
by the turning of pages,
grew side by side with the
books piling up in my
room. It's hard to say who
outgrew who - me my
clothes, or my books their
shelves? Stella, 22,
Singapore
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Nonsense

1

Myth and legend
Pink and fluffy
Burrow
Song lyric

2
2
1
4

North Pole
Woods
Jungle
Book character
quiz

2
3
2
4

Far, far away

4

In a boat

1

If I had a world of my own,
everything would be
nonsense. Nothing would
be what it is, because
everything would be what it
isn't. And what it isn't what
it'd be and what wouldn't
be it is, you see?

I found it hard, it's hard to
find, oh well whatever
Nevermind.... Kurt Cobain
1992

>gravelly voice
I was born under a
wandering star
/gravelly voice

I was born in Nishapur in an
impossible land to three
sisters, I was asked for
Persian poet and grew up
to be excessively fat and
very wealthy. Who am I?
I started out in a place so
far away from here that if
you were to go any further
you'd start coming back.

Exampl
es

Number

Type of
Respons
e

There were also a final set of responses that were not related to the task but
nevertheless yielded some interesting results.

Wishes

7

When I grow
up I want to
become my
favourite
character

We were
here/name
only

48

Launa, 16,
Forever alone
:-(

When I
grow up I
will publish
books.
Sarah,
aged 8
Gaby's the
name YR7
@ MAS

82

Chasing
dreams
From
Oxford :-) :)
A
handbag? I
brought it
to appear
more
femme.

Statements
connected
to the room

3

I love fairies

Talking
about
favourite
spaces in
the museum

15

Talking
about
favourite
books

16

A message
or letter to
someone
not at the
museum
Comments
about the
museum

15

I began as
and all
powerful
cheese of the
round table. I
now rule the
world
Matilda, Spirit Stallion of the Cimaron, The baby is
cold, Harry Potter, Portland Bill, George's Marvellous
Medicine, The books of beginning, Swallows and
Amazons The Gruffalo (Richard, 48.5), The Dragons of
the crumbling castle (Terry Pratchett) Belle and Boo
Goodnight Kiss, The Dark is Rising, Where the Wild
things Are and The Bible
To Dada, I
can't wait to
see you From
Ava

30

You know it's
cold outside
when you go
inside and it's
cold

I liked
going
through the
wardrobe.
It was very
fun

I believe in
fairies

Beautiful
and
whimsical.
Suzie 44
1/2

Once upon
a time
there was a
museum
and it
started to
tell a story
and it
turned out
to be the
BEST story
in the
world! And
we hope it
lives
happily
ever
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AFTER!
Quotes from
books

3

Comments
about books
Talking
about
favourite
chocolate
Drawings
Talking
about who
their
favourite
character is
Story
starters

2

A mouse took
a stroll
through the
deep, dark
wood. A fox
saw the
mouse and
the mouse
looked
good...

2

9
2

Alice in
Wonderland
because she
is so
adventurous

I would be
Cinderella

2

Responses to writing prompts in End Gallery
Trouble: William’s adventures often got him into trouble. Did that ever happen to
you?
31 responses
Temptation: The White Witch tempted Edmund with Turkish Delight to betray his
family. Have you been tempted to do something that you shouldn’t?
32 responses, often about food, especially chocolate
Tricks: Till Eulenspiegel played practical jokes from the day he was born. What’s the
best trick you’ve played or had played on you?
24 responses, many of which involved joke vomit or poo
Secrets: The Scarlet Pimpernel secretly helped French aristocrats to escape the
guillotine. Have you ever secretly helped someone?
26 responses
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Appendix 6: Exhibition map
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Appendix 7: Sample blog from local visitor
How to do books properly: The Story Museum, Oxford

22

JUL

Books for children are the best; they’re the ones that stay with you forever. The Very Hungry
Caterpillar, Where The Wild Things Are, the Narnia books, Just William… I think adults
sometimes forget just what books MEAN to children, which is silly because they were all
children once too. I am SO lucky to be living near Oxford alongside the development of the
Story Museum. Because the people who run the Story Museum know JUST what kind of magic
some books for children can create.
Today I took my six-year-old daughter to see their latest exhibition. Titled ’26 Characters’ it’s a
photography thing at heart: twenty-six authors for children were invited to dress up as their
favourite story characters and have posh photos taken. Silly me, I thought it might be a bit
boring for my daughter to look at photos of authors she doesn’t know dressed up as characters
she isn’t very familiar with yet. I should have had more faith in the genius imaginations working
at the Museum.
For a start, you have to understand that the Story Museum isn’t your typical museum. It’s
interactive. There are breakable things THAT YOU ARE ALLOWED TO HANDLE. There are
plugs and wires and sometimes things aren’t quite stuck on properly, and not everything works
perfectly. But you can run riot because this place is…organised chaos. It’s CHILDREN. So each
author/character has their own little area or room, and each area is decorated to match the
relevant book.

Where The Wild Things Are – and YES, you can jump on the bed

There were rooms for Mary Poppins, Peter Pan and a laboratory for Jekyll and Hyde. Some
areas were quite small and you had to look pretty hard to find the things you were looking for:
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The Owl and the Pussycat, complete with tiny guitar and honey pot of money

The Borrowers – living underneath a sink!

There was Terry Pratchett in a shed, dressed as Just William. There was Neil Gaiman as Badger,
in a comfortable room with china cups and saucers, the sound of a whistling kettle, and strings
of onions and garlic:

Jemima listens to the extract whilst reading along – book provided in each room
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Not totally sure she was meant to put the pipe in her mouth…!

My personal favourite, and the one that gave me real chills, was stepping through a wardrobe
(yes! through hanging fur coats!) into Narnia. There was snow on a glittery floor. There were
trees. There was a lamp post. And there was the White Witch’s sleigh, complete with empty box
smelling of Turkish Delight and another mini tablet which played you a short extract from the
book. Lucky Holly Smale, getting to dress up as Jadis the White Witch and being projected in
all her icy glory onto the wall! (I have no photos of that room because it’s quite dark, and
besides, a photo wouldn’t give you the magic.)

Jemima made me scrub the decks for Long John Silver!
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Even the toilets were decorated!

Unquestionably though, the biggest success for my daughter was the Throne Room. What a
truly original and brilliant idea. First of all, a whole WALL of dressing up clothes to choose from
(in all sizes, from small child to extra-large grownup). And THEN, a throne that you could sit on
(take THAT, fancy houses with ropes across all your nice sofas) that would actually ANNOUNCE
you, complete with fanfare! Announce you as what, I hear you ask? WELL, that is part of the
genius. You pick an empty slate, and fill it with the words of your own choosing from the tens on
the racks. And then you walk towards the throne holding your slate, sit on the throne – and the
throne announces exactly what you’ve chosen!

Jemima, dressed as Alice, with her first choice of words
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Dressed as Robin Hood, with another selection…

You could also be quite silly…

We had an absolute ball. I came away green with envy, thinking of the people who work on the
creative team at the Story Museum. How wonderful, to be able to have empty rooms that you
can fill with the magic of your choosing – the magic created by worlds in children’s books. Big
thumbs-up to the Story Museum :-)
The exhibition is on until 2nd November, and I do urge everyone to go and see it. In terms of
age of kids who will enjoy it, I think it’s suitable for everyone. I could have taken my two-yearold and she’d have loved it. Wouldn’t have understood over half of the content, of course, but
that wouldn’t matter. There are so many little delights to discover – and she also would have
adored the dressing up.
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